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Art Blakey plays Gretsch Drums

You can too. Try an outfit like Art’s or specify your own set at your dealers. Write Gretsch, 
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. (This is our 75th year.)

tabts, 
tarda, 
HwyiRf

For 8”rl0" autographed print 
of thin picture, send IOC in coin 
to Gretsch, Dept. AB to cover 

handling and mailing.

Art’» drum set, finished in "Red Sparkle”, enttim. tQCxH" bass; l£"r8" and WeH" tomtoms; 
U”x5W snare; genuine K. Zildjiam cymbals (made tn Turkey) and other Gretsch accessories shown here,
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twists, bassists, guitarists and drummers can use Rhythm 
Iscerds, sine* their own instrument is recorded in an accom- 
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12" Lp Deluxe Album - $5.95
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having had the fortitude to appear on 
Greenwich Village Party, perhaps the worst

intelligent people possibly buy records such 
as Teddy Bear by the carload and not 
even glance at the records classified jazz 
(in places, somewhat limited, I will ad
mit) ? I would be willing to wager that 
f you selected any ten individuals at 

random, and asked them what the nation's 
top ten songs were, they would be able 
to name five of them. Then, if you asked 
the same ten people to tell you who Bird 
was. they would most likely laugh in your 
face, or stare at you ar if you had just

I it 
ddug

of today’s TV shows, and listen to 
Ford, perhaps the wont Top Forty 
fender of the local disc jockeys, tell 
audience how he "learned all about

have 
on hi

ilmir 
is bet

To the Editor:
I have been reading your magazine for 

about font yean, and I am fifteen yean 
old This evening I was going through 
some back issues of Down Beat accumu
lated over four yean, and I came acrou 
a Chord» and Ditcordt column which was 
filled with strong words concerning an ar
ticle you ran featuring Elvis Presley. Six 
letters concerning this article were pub 

shed four against, two for. I also had 
a stack of LPs on at the time, and while 
I read these four warped ideas, I believe 
I was listening to a Miles record. This

tenu 
arci I

either Monk or Armstrong. Dom, it was 
painful to see that sick smile on your lace 
when Ford spouted his obviously rehearsed 
hip phraseology. It was a nice try, anyway.

Jed Irwin

To the Editor: 
Will Jones sounds a

People who should know better have been 
pumping up this bogey of BMI conspiracy 
for too long Of course it could be true; 
but if it were nol true, the results would 
be just what we have today. There is one 
reason why most of rhe music on 
radio has the «esthetic appeal of rotting 
garbage floating in a cesspool- The over
whelming majority of the people either 
wants it that way, or just doesn’t give a 
damn. Maybe there’s no way out; but if 
there is, it concerns the improvement of 
public taste and awareness of quality. 
People in the music business—musicians, 
critics, arrangers, writers, etc.—are the 
only ones who can do something about 
this awful situation Against the anguished

To the Editor: 
Congratulation« to

retd jazz right here in the Village from 
great jazzmen like Josh White.” To my 
knowledge, Josh has never sat in with

musical taste of teen-agers, for musically, 
they are verv, very miniature

The musical tastes of the American pub
lic are truly appalling. Even most Euro
pean citizens are belter informed on Amer
ican jazz than the typical American citi
zen. We are in a musical crisis!

A question: why did these Elvis fans 
write to Down Beat? How did they dis
cover an article in a jazz magazine if they 
call jazz "senseless, noisy and confusing,” 
and "a lot of noise.” Why would they read 
a magazine which they consider "crummy” 
and "prejudiced”?

A weird bunch, these rock 'n* roll fans. 
Weird, indeed.

Who is concerned about musical quality 
per se? Club owners? Radio station man
agers? Booking agents? They are con
cerned with one question: How commer
cial is ihe product? Thal is their function. 
Only the people who make the music can 
improve the state of affairs.

First, let’s stop corroding the existing 
structure Stop treating jazz as a mystical 

(Continued on Page 6)
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JOE WILLIAMS: CROSS SECTION
Another in Don Gold's Interesting series on personalities in music.

PATTI PAGE: A BIG RECORD
Against some formidable opposition, a good music show stays on TV. By Dorn Cerulli.
MILES DAVIS: SILF-PORTRAIT
The trumpeter tells how his career began, how Charlie Parker aided it.
HOW FUNKY CAN YOU GET?
A top critic wonders ebout the sudden twitch to oarthineu in ¡an. By Barry Ulanov.
STAN KENTON: A LOOK AT THE FUTURE
Stan looks et what's ahead for him and ¡an in the final installment of a series. By John Tynan.
GERRT MULLIGAN: WHAT NOW?
For the multi--talented Mr. Mulligan, whet course lies eheed? By Dom Cerulli.
OUT OF MY HEAD
More anecdote* end backstage commentary on the music scene.

remain one of the few left which prêtant 
music tastefully and with full regard to ¡on 
artists. A frequenter of Dowa haft cover 
several times in the past, Petti this time 
makes H as e star of TV as well as records.

----------MUSIC IN REVIEW-
The Blindfold Toit (Bill Russo) 19 ।

Jan Records 25 ।

------------DEPARTMENTS
o Charivari (Dom Cerulli) 
o Chords end Discords 
o Feather’s Nest (Leonard Feather) 
o Filmland Up Beet (John Tynan) 
o The First Chorus (Jack Tracy)

It isn’t necessary to name them— 
look through your own collection of 
jazz on LP, pick the 10 or 20 or more 
you’d keep if you had to give away 
the rest, and notice who put them 
out.

And notice, too, the next time you 
|O to a record shop, what labels you 
look to confidently for good jazz.
They are the ones that will be 

around in 1959. And 1960. I have 
my doubts about a lot of the others

| It appears that the end of the 
deluge may be in sight.

You can begin looking for the num
ber of jazz LPs released every week 
to diminish because, frankly, business 
just ain’t what it used to be. The 
jan listener is no longer gobbling up 
almost everything tossed his way. He 
is becoming selective.

Undoubtedly the current recession 
in the national economy is to some 
degree responsible for this. But I 
think it goes a little deeper than that

With the advent of this thing called 
high fidelity, jazz fans had a chance 
to hear music recorded m better per
spective than ever before. Coupled 
with the fact that LPs took over the 
album market, many people built 
what amounted to entire new collec
tions. They bought more records than 
they normally would have in order to 
have a representative backlog of jazz 
on hi-fi LP.

But the demand now seems to have 
caught up with the supply, and once 
again wc are going to have a buyers 
market for jazz.

It will be much more difficult for 
companies to exist by issuing hastily- 
assembled packages containing medi
ocre music. Once again quality will 
be a determining factor in jazz rec
ord sale»

A few of the companies managed 
to maintain an exceedingly high stand
ard throughout the whole gold rush 
They have built catalogs that will 
provide a steady source of income 
for years to come. Almost every LP 
they release has purpose and plan
ning behind it. The company direc
tors have had long experience in the 
jazz field, they know who the ablest 
practitioners are, and they go about 
getting the best out of each perform
er at each date with a distinct ad
vantage — they know the men, they 
know what the men are capable oi 
doing, they know jazz, and they are 
not trying to hustle a quick buck
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HAYON PLASTIC

Alvin L Schreiber

these new LUDWIG-made No Hipsters
Buffalo, N Y

To the Editor

Kathleen McCrea

San Bernardino. Calif
To the Editor'

Order from your Favorite Dealer!

.Stole.

DOWN BEAT

I have been reading your magazine now 
for some time and I enjoy it very much, 
especially the Cross Section part.

I always felt that most jazzmen talked 
like Harry the Hipster and knew little, 
if anything, about the world in general

1 war very surprised to find that most 
of the subjects interviewed were very ar
ticulate and interesting.

Please continue the Cross Section seg
ment.

$ 8.00 
8.50 
7 JO 
9.50 

I9J5

What is Don Gold trying to prove? 
Apparently that Dizzy Gillespie’s love for 
dill pickles gives us an insight into hi» 
thinking and thus helps us to understand

largess conferred on a deserving few among 
the worshipers. It is music, presented for 
the enjoyment and approval of anyone 
who cares to listen Alienating 90 perce nt 
of an audience is really a weak goal. This 
can be accomplished musically, or by show
ing each other and the audience what a 
bunch of peasant* vou think they are 
It doesn’t have to be good to be popuLu 
but a lot of people haven’t learned that 
it doesn’t have to be bad. either. Seeing 
a jazzman make the cover of Time maga
zine should be occasion for rejoicing rather 
than trying to write him off because of it. 
Deride commercial success at your peril 
Using Lawrence Welk as a whipping boy 
is no more productive than internecine 
warfare over whu is the sole keeper nf 
the true jazz.

If you consider public acceptance an 
inverse measure of talent, don’t complain 
that no one is listening

ridiculous logic is this? Are the editor« 
of Down Beat so impoverished mentally 
that this is the best use of valuable »pace 
that can be dreamed up? If so, the next 
feature might well be titled “Favorite 
Recipes of Mine” by Sonny Rollins er 
“Why the Yankees Lost” bv Charlie Min
gus

Based on research already accomplished 
by the assiduous Mr. Gold, the following 
studies could be developed: “What I Like 
About Peter Lorre” by Norman Granz; 
“Home Movies—Why I’m Not Interested” 
by Cannon Ball Adderley; “The Case 
Against Ice Hockey and Boxing" by Ruby 
Braff, ‘Why I Like Aspirin—At Times’* 
by Jimmie McPartland, and “Famous 
Cheeses I Have Known” by Andre Previn 
Less frivolous writings would, of course 
give the reader greater insight into the 
musician’s character. For example: " What» 
Wrong with Our Missile Program?” by 
Frank Holzfeind; “Why Communism?” by 
Jack Teagarden, and “Thoughts on His
toriography” by Stan Getz.

In keeping with this trend, a column 
might be inaugurated which would present 
such valuable ininutur as the blood count 
of prominent sidemen, the serial number» 
on their drivers' licenses, and the cost of 
their favorite brand of benzedrine. Ridicu-

Mounted on metal flesh hoop
No. 13—13" Mounted plastic tom tom head 
No. 14—14 Mounted plastic batter head....  
No. Sl4—14 Mounted plastic snare head....  
No. 16—16 Mounted plastic tom tom head. 
No. 22—22 Plastic bass drum head... . .

DRUM CO.
1728 N. Damen Ave. 
Chicago 47, Illinois

Ludwig-made plastic heads 

are new and different.They 
are mounted on the exclu
sive flanged grooved metal 

flesh hoops ready for instant 

installation on your drum! 
See them at your dealers 
today!

Q Send latest plastic head price fist to me todayl

Name__________________________________________
Address________________________________________

"They’re so alive 
...and weather never bothers them!”...
says genial Barrett Deems with the Louis Armstrong group 
now on world tour. Barrett uses the new Ludwig-made 

“Playon" plastic heads on all his drums ... has for 

many months now . . . ond brother—they really work! 
... they have the feel and response of calf with none 
of the weather worries. You’ll love 'em!
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STEP UP
TO STARDOM

witfi a Gfatat
EXCELSIOR

Citation Excelsior, 
acoustical and convertible electronic 

models, are priced from $1275 to $2150. Write 
for brochure, Excelsior Accordions, Inc. 

333 Sixth Avenue, New York, 14, N.Y.
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unbearable situation. I would
not

given thewas
a trip to youi

It'» Dead. Man
a UIWinnipeg, Man.

Viva Jacoby ..
Lakewood, N.J.

wishes and a spécial

Mannie Friedmaa

Remember»
Harper Woods, Mid.

To the Editor:
a disc jockey show I

applied for on adjustment feature.

A. D Henderson

With all good 
bravo for Don.

dance hall every Saturday 
night for at least 10 yean playing polka

This morning on__ . ,
heard Jan Savitt’s old recording at Ranch»

at this time that thi» i>
like to add
particularly

lous? Certainly, but no more so than the
Cloud Cuckooland pattern already estab-
listed by Crou Section.

Mr. Gold ha« shown that, on occasion, 
he can write intelligently. On his present 
kick, however, he resembles Dryden’s 
Shadwell who “never deviates into sense.”

Jim Angelo

To the Editor:
I am writing you from what seems to 

be the deadest place on the North Ameri
can continent: Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can
ada. My reason for writing you is because 
I think it is about time someone disclosed 
this fact to the outside world. To back 
up my plight I would like to give you a

GUITARS

FL or maximum pickup 

power, try the 

DeArmond Deluxe microphone 

No. 210. Six Vi" Alnico magnets— 

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE

... improved coil design . .. easy 

installation . new nylon end 

pin prevents cable breakage. Has the usual high quality ,tnd the

same positive guarantee as other 

Rowe Industries products.

The six magnets may be adjusted indhridu- 
aNy. Simply rose the magnet beneath each

lllllllld industriesioitDo 9 ohi°
DOWN MAY

jan appreciationist’s view of the whole 

one persons opinion.
Earlier this year I 

“golden opportunity" of 
fair city of Chicago and I took it Upon 
just walking the streets and seeing the 
number of night-clubs, etc., that offered 
absolutely the best in jazz I finally real
ized what it was like to be living or 
merely existing in a place such as Winni
peg. Perhaps what would summarize all 
this is the fact that if you dare to men
tion the unthought of word jazz around 
here, 99 out of 100 will think you are 
talking about, pardon the expression, rock 
and rollllll If a disc jockey were to spin

packaged in new colorful counter 
display boxes.

a progressive jazz composition on any oar 
of the popular radio stations he would be 
swarmed on by a hoard of rock * rol 
loving teenagers or a bunch of decrepit 
lovers of the classic side of music, threat
ening to pull the station apart by the 
roots if it dare do that again. Here is 
order to make a low priced instrument 
pay fhr itself you would have to play is 

and oldtime waltzes at weddings and to- 
rial gatherings.

During the past few months, or yean 
as it may seem, a number of large Amer
ican bands have appeared here doing one- 
niters and out of four or five only oat 
at least three-fourths filled the Winnipeg 
auditorium and this more than welcome 
guest wae the immortal Louis Armstrong. 
The others, whom J will not mention, 
did not stand a chance here However, 
Winnipeg does, I think, stand a chance 
of opening up in the future due to re
cently changed liquor laws. Man is tha 
the only thing that will open up jam 
here?

There are a few contemponsts in W» I 
nipeg and a number of prominent ones 
in Canada and I hope to be one, with 
my friends for whom I write you for, 
who are striving for jazz in Winnipeg 
Most prominent musicians move from 
here to south of the border to make 
a living and a career there, I hope that 
if at all pouible you would publish tha 
all-too-brief description of jazz in Why 
nipeg. truly a dilemma.

George A. Moore Jr.

To the Editor:
I enjoyed the article on Don Jacoby 

(Jan. 23 issue) and thought I would seal 
along this little message. Man does am 
live by bread alone. In a set-up that a 
so commercial it is refreshing to find • 
cat like Don who is so qualified and yet 
takes time from a busy schedule to giw 
instruction gratis to worthy musicians that 
are trying to make it I hope he has hit 
chops forever. I have heard and seen him 
many times when I was a shut-in for eight 
months a few yean ago. I think that oar 
of the faults of the teaching profession is 
that many guys give instruction as ax» 
as they know what a B-Flat seventh a 
and in no time at all a young muuriaa 
becomes frustrated and stops practicing m 
lessons are expensive and a waste of time 
unleu the teacher is qualified and sincere.

Grand», and it started me to wondering 
about Johnny Austin, who played such a 
distinguished part on that record.

Do you know where he is now? AM 
also Cappy Lewis who, you’ll remember, 
did such nice work with Woody Hermaa'i 
pre-war band?





GIBSON INC., KALAMAZOO, MICH

DOWN BEAT

STRINGS

— they're tops’Alwoys use Gibson

Select the instrument

you really wont . . .

and play your very best—

with the finest quality strings

NEW YORK

There are

JAZZ: J. J. Johnson's new group, featuring Nat Add
ley on trumpet, with Albert Heath, drums; Tommy F 
agan, piano, and Wilber Little, bass,
due in at Birdland in mid-February, 
following a break-in at the Crown 
Propellor in Chicago. Plans are under
way for a European tour this summer 
. . . Lee Konitz and his quartet moved 
into the Half Note for three weeks, 
with Charlie Mingus and his Jazz 
Workshop set to follow . . . John Me- 
hegan opened at the Weylin . . . Kai 
Winding is writing the backgrounds 
for the next ABC-Paramount LP by 
the Axidentals. which will be accom- X J. Johnton

panted by his group Sam Donahue bangs his b 
into Birdland, sharing the bandstand with Stan Ge 
early in March. Maynard Ferguson's band and B
Powell precede Sam. and Al Hibbler is set to follow. J
Bobby Scott is working the rough solo piano spot at
Cafe Bohemia . . . Don Elliott collaborated on the so 
11 < ic T ogether, with Steve Allen. Dorothy Collins 
corded it for Coral. It's based on the theme. Straits
McLellan, penned originally as an instrumental sho 
opener for Boston disc jockey John McLellan.

Erroll Garner started a string of solo concert appea
anees at Symphony Hall. Boston, late in January, to 
followed by appearances in Town Hall. Philadelphia, an 
also at Providence. R. I., and Hartford, Conn. . .
Johnny Richards was commissioned to write a coin 
sition by Washington university, St. Louis . . . Ha
Edison was featured trumpet soloist with Pearl Bailey’s 
review at the Waldorf-Astoria A «film based on t 
life of the late French guitanst, Django Reinhardt, i 
being shot in France . . . Sidney Bechet’s ballet, Neid
Orleans, received lukewarm critical comment in Pari

uibsoq
Kansas Fields, trombonist Bill Tamper, and trumpeter
Sonny Grey were among the musicians participating
Bassist Eugene Wright replaced Norman Bates in Dave
Brubeck's group . . . Eddie Costa is cutting kiddie reco
for Kimball, using both piano and xylophone . . . Barba
Carroll's trio replaced the Bobby Hackett sextet at the
Voyager room of the Henry Hudson hotel. Hackett’s 
group did a week at Boston's Storyville.

Roulette will start issuing stereo tapes in March, with 
sets by Basie. Joe Williams, and the “Count Basie Pre
sents” series among the initial releases . . . Pianist Dave
McKenna worked with the Charlie Ventura group in 
some New Jersey spots . . . Toshiko moved intd the 
hotel room set with appearances in the show at Boston’s
Hotel Bradford . . . Kai Winding’s next Columbia LP
will add 12 strings to his four trombones . Prestige
'ififned Detroit harpist Dorothy. Ashby .
u-ntative plans to open'the Cherry Lane as a Mary Lou
Williams room.

Pianist Jimmy Jones reports he quit as Sarah Vaughans 
accompanist to write, record, and conduct in New York
. . . Nonnan Granz signed Dorothy Dandridge to Verve. 
Her first LP will be cut in April . . . Count Basie’s band
is touring the midwest through February and mid-March

. . Miles Davis and his group, featuring Paul Chambers
and Cannonball Adderley, moves into the Copa in Pitts
burgh Feb. 10 . . . Teddi King is set to make a series of

i Continued on Page 48 i
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In This Section
• Jazz for the Iron Curtain
• Condon Makes a Move
• Eberle Bandsmen Killed
• Fred Katz to Decca
• Jazz at a Firehouse

U.S.A. EAST
¡The Ultimate Weapon

7ht hunger for American jazz felt 
¡behind the Iron Cui tain came to 
! Down Beat from two sources recently. 
\ World-Pacific’s European represent
ative, Joe Napoli, reports that a trip 
to Warsaw, Poland, demonstrated that 
hunger to him.

“This I can say,” wrote Napoli, 
“the jazz fans are really up to date, 
thanks to the Voice of America. Down 
Beat is a prize among the jazz set, 
and one copy goes around to at least 
50 people.”

Napoli added that negotions to dis
tribute World-Pacific jazz LPs behind 
the red-dominated countries progress
ed favorably, and the label may crack 
the Iron Curtain.

From Creed Taylor, jazz a&r rnan 
at ABC-Paramount, came a letter 
written to him by a jazz musician 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, to whom 
Taylor had sent a Jackie Cain-Roy 
Kral LP.

“I have no words to express my 
thank- for your kindness,” wrote Lud
vik Sereda, ‘‘The record will not only 
be for our listening pleasure, but 
mainly we shall learn very much 
from it. . We are glad there are sev
eral improvised choruses on the rec
ord. This is very instructive for us 
Great surprise for us was the perfect 
reproduction of the recorded music. 
We envy the possibility of the Ameri- 
at- musk ians who c ara go to a gramo
phone shop and to buy such a per
fect records. We shall never forget 
JOU."

! Commented Taylor, “We’ll be 
••ding more LPs over there, and 
perhaps some of the other companies 
Mgh: want to follow suit.”

Jan Goes To Beacon Hill
The gold-topped dome of Boston’s 

•ate house rocked precariously in 
Imid-January w’hen Louis Armstrong 
plight his group into the time-worn

Don Elliott will bring hi« quart*! bock to 
th* Patric* Mun**l ABC TV «how in March. An 
appaaranca by tha Down Beat poll winnat 
and group recently captivated Mi«« Mun«*l 
and tha repeat appearance i« the result. Mist 
Munsel and Elliott are pictured above during 
the initial Elliott invasion.

house and senate chambers for some 
nonlegislative jamming.

Musical hi-jinks, usually reserved 
foi adjournment night horseplay, stole 
the play from state budgets, tax bills, 
and other law-making activities. Arm
strong, who was appearing at Blin- 
strub’s Village m Boston, was given 
a citation proclaiming him “the am
bassador of good will, who through 
his artistry brought comfort, pleas
ure, and understanding to people 
throughout the world.”

It also marked a first for the ancient 
legislative halls. Although the Massa
chusetts house and senate have played 
host to such as the McGuire Sisters 
and Danny Kaye, among others, in 
recent years. Armstrong was the first 
to bring jazz up for a vote

At Last, A Two-Beat
Hardened traditional jazz fans 

couldn’t believe their eyes when thex 
saw bulldozers nosing into the build- 
that had housed Eddie Condon's jazz 
club in New York for 12 years.

As the building toppled into nibble 
with others in the area, they fidgeted 
and waited for the lean, wry guitarist 
to set up his skyrockets in a new 
location.

In mid-Januarv, the long-awaited 
opening took place. Celebrities and 
socialites elbowed each other at the 
ix»h E. 56th St Sutton hotel which 

housed the short-lived Bourbon Street 
club through the summer.

But the move was not without its 
cost Before the lease could change 
hands, Condon had to pick up a 
$2,638 52 tab due music ians under 
the previous regime for remotes, pay
ment to members of the Ed Reed 
orchestra, and for payment due an
other musician Condon also had to 
agree to accept responsibility for the 
fulfillment of Jack Teagarden’s con
tract. Teagaiden had been slated to 
come into Bourbon Street but the 
club folded before he opened.

For his mid-town opening (actually, 
quite uptown from his just-barely 
Greenwich village previous location), 
Condon fielded a crew headed by 
cometisi Rex Stewart, trombonist Cut
ty Cutshall, pianist Gene Schroeder, 
drummer George Wettling. bassist Len 
Gaskin, clarinetist Herb Hall and him
self on guitar. Alternating was the 
new Bud Freeman trio, with Ang 
Plia, drums and Al Plank, piano.

To Full Height
For rhe first time in her career, 

singer Jen Southern is forsaking the 
piano stool to concentrate on a stand
up act for her forthcoming national 
club tour.

Jen’s accompanist is coast pianist 
Bud Motsiuger, who will accompany 
her in engagements at Birdland, the 
Celebrity club. Philadelphia, and 
Baker’s. Detroit. For the last two 
years. Motsinger has worked with club 
singer Ruth Olay.

While in New York. Jeri will re
cord her initial album for Roulette 
Records under musical direction of 
Lennie Hayton. Sy Oliver will lead 
a single record date on which she 
will do songs from the- show, Oh, 
Captain.

'58 Is 33 For Duke
With the release* of Duke Ellington’s 

Columbia single, My Heart, My 
Mind, My Everything, the Duke en
tered his 33rd year as a recording 
artist.

Best estimates were, that during 
the past 32 years. Ellington has re
corded some 1.250 sides for more 
than a score of labels, and has some 
570 compositions listed under his copy
right at ASCAP.

For the record books. Duke’s first 
composition was written in the early
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research, and intelligent objectives." 
The paper may be on any subject 
relating to instrumental music.

Complete details and rules for en
tering the competition are available 
from F. E. Olds and Son .«cholarship 
committee, 7373 N. Cicero Avt,, 
Chicago, Ill. The initial competition 
will be for the period March I - June 
1, 1958, with the winner to be an
nounced not later than Aug. 1, 1958

practicing this firehouse jazz poliq 
for several years, bringing Dixieland 
groups and soloists to Chicago’s wen 
suburban area jazz fan».

Local Dixie groups, including Frans 
Jackson’s group and the Stockyard 
Six, have played the firehouse, and 
name groups, including the Dukes of 
Dixieland and Salty Dkjgs, have done 
so. too On March 2, Jack Teagarden 
will make an appearance.

The series has been extremely sue- 
cessful, according to Allen, who told 
Down Beat that he and Pope ait 
searching for a larger firehouse in the
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The first concert, at Plainfield High 
School, featured 11 musicians, and 
the second affair, at Dunellen, N.J., 
high school, spotted 21 musicians in 
varying combinations.

Both concerts were financed through 
grants from the Recording Industries 
Trust Fund. Bob Johnston, Local 746 
recording veiretary, narrated both 
programs and played drums The mu
sic ranged from iradinonai jazz to 
modem Altoman Bob Miller pre
sented originals for each concert.

Heartened by the turnouts so far, 
three additional concerts are planned 
during the remainder of the winter 
and early spring

Jock Teagarden 
Wheni the Fin, Man?Duka Ellington 

Still Around

name« 
m tha

and gone Jut ing those 33 years, El- 
’ington remained, grew, and added to 
his stature as a musician and com
poser.

Final Bar
In Wrightsville, Ga, early on the 

morning of Jan. 19, two cars col
lided head-on, killing five persons 
and injuring two.

Dead were three membri s of the

car was driving on the wrong side of 
the road.

In New York, trumpeter Tommy 
Allison succumbed to cancer in mid
January after a long and valiant 
struggle for life.

And late in the month, Howard 
W. Gibeling, an arranger for the 
bands of the late Tommy and Jimmy 
Dorsey, Larry Clinton, Spike Jones, 
Hal McIntyre, and Glenn Miller, suf
fered a faul heart attack at the age 
of 44. He died in Valley hospital, 
Ridgewood, N.J.

Ray Eberle band, enroute to an en
gagement at Marianna, Fla. Injured 
were two band members riding in 
the same car. Both occupants of the 
other vehicle were also killed.

Police said Mr. and Mrs. Philip 
Colosimo and Salvatore Carbone 
were the dead band members. In-

Foil owing his dance band arrang
ing yean, Gibeling had been arranger 
for Dorsey Brothers Music, Inc., and 
had been active arranging in radio, 
recording studios, and TV.

That Suburban Beat
At Local 746 of the A.F.M. in 

Plainfield, N. J., excitement was tun
ing pretty high

More than 1,400 persons in the 
Plainfield area turned out for a pair 
of jazz concerts featuring local mu
sicians. and 10vear-old drummer 
Barry Miles (Down Beat, Oct. 31,

1920s, and was called Soda Fountain 
Rag. His first recording, in 1925, was 
for the Perfect label, and coupled 
I’m Gonna Hang Around My Sugar 
with Trombone Blues.

Most significant, however, was the 
fact that through the swing era, the 
traditional renaissance, bop, rock ‘n’ 
roll, calyoso, and the other musical 
idioms an I fads which have come

Parade Of The Bands
Thousands of high school musicians 

will be flocking to Enid, Okla., this 
spring.

The occasion—the annual Tri-State 
music festival.

Previous festivals have encompassed 
performances and competition by 
bands, orchestras, choruses, glee clubs, 
drum and bugle corps, small ensem
bles, and soloists. This year’s festival 
—to be held May 1-3—will include 
the inauguration of competition for 
sc hool stage bands

The four outstanding stage bands 
will be led by clarinetist Buddy De
Franco. who will play with these 
bands as well Down Heat will pre
sent an award to the band named 
the outstanding one.

H-gh school officials and band 
members can obtain complete infor
mation on the festival from the Tri
State music festival, University Sta
tion P O., Enid, Okla. Deadline for 
entries is April 1.

Jazz At the Firehouse
The firetrucks are rolled out. Tables 

are set up. And Dixieland jazz takes 
over a firehouse for an evening.

This is the scene at the Butterfield 
firehouse in Villa Park, III., these days. 
Gus Allen and John Pope have been

Hired were drummer Mel Zelman 
and Jack Sohmer. Georgia Highway 
patrolmen said the other car involved 
in the collision with the Eberle band

area.
Admission to the Butterfield fire

house sessions is $2, with food and 
beverages available at '‘neighborhood” 
prices from the firemen. The fire
house is located one-half mile west 
of route 83 on Butterfield road in 
Villa Park.

It’s that red building.

New Music Scholarship
College music students, on the 

junior, senior, and graduate levels» 
are eligible for a new scholarship, 
offered by F. E. Olds and Son, manu
facturers of musical instruments

The scholarships, consisting oi 
awards of $500, $350, and $200, will 
be granted for the thesis, term paper, 
or article judged by a scholarship
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Aknost An Explosion

Until the end of January, the situ
ation within Los Angeles’ local 47 
looked so explosive it might detonate 
any moment.

Tension in the membership hinged 
the question of support for its 

itudio committee in -----:---------  
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icoming con
tract negotiations with the motion pic-
turr studio bosses The committee, 
first of its kind in the local’s history 
and already sanctioned by AFM presi
dent James C. Petrillo, is domi
nated by anti-administration (and 
hence anti-Petrillo) members.

In a secret meeting last month, the 
committeemen went on record to se
cure a clause in their recommenda
tions to the general membership that 
would bar further payments by the 
<tudiac to the music performance trust 
funds, a measure strictly in line with 
anti-Petrillo rebel policy.

Crisis was anticipated at the mem
bership meeting of Jan. 27, a gather
ing divided on the basic issue of all
out fight with the federation on the 
trust funds question or gradual settle
ment by negotiation.

Then, in an 11th hour effort to 
avert an open split in the general 
membership, the opposing factions 
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Down Beat Screen Awards I
I Johnny Green’s music for Raintree County was the best underscore to * 
come out of Hollywood in 1957. •

That’s the consensus of the more than 700 musicians, composers, and • 
conductors polled by Down Beat for this magazine’s fourth annual motion • 
pictures and radio-television awards ¡»11. •

And for the fourth consecutive time, Frank Sinatra was named the per- • 
sonality of the year for his roles in Pal Joey and The Joker Is Wild. a

For the first time, a performer associated chiefly with television was a 
named the female personality of the year when Dinah Shore took top spot e 
in that category.

Other winners include:
• Nelson Riddle, for the scoring of the production numbers in Pal Joey, 

ind a second award for the best scoring of a regular television series (the 
Nat Cole show). •

• Sinatra again, for best vocal performance (Pal Joey). •
• All the Way, from The Joker Is Wild, as the best original song. *
• 3:10 to Yuma, as the film in which music was used to best advantage * 

to enhance the narrative value. •
• Chico Hamilton, for the best instrumental performance (Sweet Smell • 

of Success). •
• Leland Hayward, the producer or director who did the most during • 

1*^57 to emphasize the importance of music to motion pictures (SayonaraJ •
I hu poll was begun four years ago in order that the musical craftsmen • 

in the industry might be given the opportunity to bestow deserved credit on a 
their fellow workers.

conferred in an attempt to discover a 
solution. The result: A unanimous 
vote reaching even to rebel supporters 
in the rank and file declaring invalid 
the inflammable clause.

As if to seal the bargain, the meet
ing also adopted the appointment of 
moderate Eliot H. Daniel, local presi
dent, and studio committee chairman 
Hal Rees to fill an existing vacancy 
on the body that will lead the united 
front of the membership into battle 
with the studios.

Bill Was Due
For yean, Bill Holman has been 

ranked by his peen as one of jazz' 
top arrangers. Strangely, he has never 
permanently allied his talents with a 
record company, either as writer or 
instrumentalist.

Last month, however, Holman 
signed on the dotted line in an ex
clusive artist contract as tenonst with 
new independent Hollywood label, 
Andex Records. The fledgling firm, 
a subsidiary of Rex Productions, and 
sister company to Keen (of Sam 
Cooke fame), announced through 
spokesman Donald Clark that Hol
man’s first album will be a big band 
LP. With a lineup of top west coast 
■azzmen, the big band will record 
all Holman originals.

Also added to the Rex roster was 

the rehearsal band of Rene Bloch, 
and an initial LP is now in the plan
ning stage, Clark said. Bloch, 4/j 
years with Perez Prado as contractor 
and lead alto, took over the Prado 
band when the leader pulled out. The 
16-piecer plays Basie-patterned ar
rangements by Hal Vernon and Sy 
Johnson.

Slight Percentage
In 1957, a total of 220,000 jazz LP 

albums were sold by RCA Victor, 
W. W. Bullock, vice-president of the 
label, last month told a press con
ference during a flying visit to the 
west coast.

Noting that this amounts to only 
about one percent of the firm's total 
album sales, Bob Yorke, Victor’s west 
coast a&r supervisor, added “. . . a 
very small share of our total dollars 
was earned in jazz sales”

In contrast, Bullock said the label 
had sold last year 7,500,000 classical 
albums which amounts to 60 percent 
of total albums sold.

Far and away the most important 
money earning artist on the label, the 
conference was told, was Elvis Presley 
Bullock credited Presley’s sales with 
being the largest single factor in boost
ing tiie record industry’s 1957 gross to 
a record $400 milion: Second biggest 
Victor seller, but outrun by Presley 
3 to 1, was Perry Como, with about 
7,000,000 records sold during the 
year.

Katz Swinging
Doubtless the farthest thought from 

the mind of symphony cellist Fred 
Katz a scant five yean ago was the 
idea of being an active jazz a&r man.

Last month Sonny Burke, coast boss 
for Decca, neatly summed up one 
phase of Katz’ future musical activity 
when he said, “From now on, Fred 
is going to have a lot to do with the 
jazz we record out here. He’s a very 
talented musician and I’m very happy 
he chose to join with us.”

Though final contracts had not yet 
been signed at presstinie, it was gen
erally understood that Katz was tak
ing over as Decca’s coast supervisor 
of jazz recording. He was to sign two 
contracts with the major label, both 
as artist and as a&r man. It is believed 
his artist pact is to be nonexclusive 
with a percentage guarantee.

Now worki' g on two forthcoming 
Decca albums under his own name, 
Katz was also neck deep in scoring 
for Dot Records and commercial tele
vision In addition, he will write the 
music for a forthcoming Helen Trau- 
bel album (he scored her recent Las 
Vegas act) and begin work on a doc
umentary film set to roll in March
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Cross Section

Joe Williams * •/'

*I’m Happy Mathis

Came On The Scene

and Latin-typemind

were in
has moved along with the time.

DOWN BEAT

many songwriters.
Ethel Waters

can like y ou very much and let you alone, too. I had a 
ball in London.”

that leads to Ellington

shame that this woman's re-

understand The blues today are depression and elatia 
' the past, but the time is different. J<

tunes. Some of us who really know refer to Latin-type 
chicks as ‘chili’ .. . *a little chili’.”

cordings weren't exploited. I heard her in 1929 or '30 and 
I didn’t see how anyone could possibly touch her. Later, 
she became a fine actress, too. I remember a record of
hers in ’38—You’re a Sweetheart. Something else1 I once 
sat in a theater all day long just to listen to her.”

London : “There’ll always be an England London is 
a big, beautiful, cosmopolitan city. And those suppcwedlv 
cold Englishmen are very warm at heart. When one 
says. ‘Glad vou could come’ he means many things They

a major influence in my singing the blues, starting in 
the late ’30s. He was one of the first singers I »ould

In this Cross Section, Williams commented on the va
riety of topics that follows:

Chili Con Carne: “Well, actually, chili reminds tne 
of food, more or less . . . then, Harry Camey comes to

Eartha Kitt “Uh-huh. Here's a woman who's alive 
and gives the feeling of having great strength. A driving 
force that won’t be denied—to sing, to dance, and act 
She has a beautiful life and a world of talent. One of 
these days I hope to get her on the golf course, just to 
talk to her for hours.”

Chess : “Oh, man Chess is a game I haven't mastered 
yet. Of course. I recorded Every Day for Chess Records 
in 1950.”

Johnny Mathis: “I’m very grateful toi this man 
I told him recently that I was happy he came on the 
scene He does a good job and has caused the music 
business to turn around to better music to a degree. For 
this I’m grateful.”

Freddie Green: “Green? You can't describe Green,

By Don Gold
I When the endless debate about ringing in jazz comes 
up, Joe Williams always is placed on the side of jazz.

There’s no doubt about the role of the Williams voice 
m jazz. The 39-year-old singer has been a part of jazz 
since 1937, when he made his professional debut with 
Jimmie Noone’s band. Since that time he has worked 
with Coleman Hawkins, Lionel Hampton. Andy Kirk, 
Albert Ammons and Pete Johnson. Red Saunders, and 
Count Basie. It is the last association that has brought 
him the most recognition

Williams first worked with Basie’s septet m 1950. He 
joined the Basie band m late* 1954 and has contributed 
to the band’s commercial and artistic success ever since

actually. He’s a spoilsman, a man who is hip to most 
sports and follows them avidly He's a good golfer and 
was instrumental in getting me to play. He's a musician 
of thorough knowledge—his work is always a finished 
product And if it’s Green’s, it swings. He's such a gentle
man—a good father and devoted husband He's every
thing a man could wish for himself or his son.’’

Irving Berlin: “I sang Always, with the verse, in 1945 
and I got a 13-w’eek |ob because of it and went on from 
there. He’s written some beautiful things And White 
Christmas will always be here. Also, he came along at 
a good time, before the the market was glutted by so

Musical Comedy: “I hadn't thought of ever doing 
it. I did some musicals in church and high school, but 
the field for me now is jazz and unless the* music and 
book for a show were very good, I wouldn't try it I’d 
like something very gay—fast-moving entertainment— 
if I tried it.”

Fried Chicken. “Ah. there is good food, especially 
if it’s done right. When I think of it, I always think of 
home.”

Josh White:“He's a giant in his held, more authentic 
than most. I've enjoyed his work because he’s so different 
from most folk singers, with his fine guitar playing and 
his singularly impressive presence.”

Vests: “Wonderful, but I never think of buying one, 
even though I admire them on others. I’m glad spats 
haven’t come back, however.”

Bowling: “Excellent when I can’t get out to the goh 
course.”

Louis Armstrong: “He came along during the ’20s 
and ’30s and I had the good fortune to hear him then— 
hear him with a big band With his feeling and the virility 
of hrs sound at that time there was no touching him at 
what he was doing But Roy Eldridge and Dizzy Gilli spie 
impressed me, too. And later. Fats Navarro.”

Charlte Mingus: “He’s a big, powerful, and gentle 
giant who should write music and books, because he has 
so much to say. He should write for the people as well 
as for himself He has the energy and the strength to 
do it.”

Dancing: “It’s good exercise . . . hugging set to music 
Anytime you can get a girl in your arms it’s fine.”

Joe Turner “Boss blues singer I’ve seen him sing 
for hours and never since the same line twice He was
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I The Patti Page story began on a 
tiny radio station in Tulsa, Okla.

Today, it continues over the full 
CBS-TV network, and on millions of 
phonograph records.

Just turned 30, Patti is riding high 
on a popularity csest buoyed by nine 
more-than-a-million records, and The 
Big Record, one of the very few 
straight musical TV shows on the air.

Manager Jack Rael, who first heard 
Patti sing on that Tulsa radio station, 
brought her out of the west and into 
the world of entertainment.

For some time, the going was the 
usual rough breaking-in grind for ■ 
newcomer. Patti played theaters and 
small clubs until she secured an audi
tion on Don McNeil’s Breakfast Club 
show in Chicago. She won the singing 
spot, and later secured her own show 
on CBS radio.

Patti has appeared on the cover 
of Down Beat several times during 
her career, but never so dramatically 
as the first Page cover. “I almost cried 
when I saw it,” Rael said. “It was an 
awfully big break for Patti. We walked 
all over Chicago and just looked at 
the newsstands. It was the first time 
she had been given such a break in 
any national magazine.

Patti added, “Whatever you do, 
don’t use that same picture . . . 
please.”

For Patti has changed over the 
years since her coming-up days. She 
has slimmed down (largely because 
of the unflattering, all-revealing TV 
eye), and has become more poised 
and sophisticated. As a result, she has 
by her side, almost constantly, a 
dresser, a hairdresser, and makeup 
artist. These days, how she looks is 
almost as important as how she 
sounds.

At CBS, officials connected with 
her Big Record show report that they 
have also noticed a change in Patti 
since she started the show last fall.

“She used to be tense and nerv
ous,” one spokesman said. “She’d 
worry about blowing a line or fluff
ing a word. Now, she just takes it in 
stride, and sometimes makes a pretty 
good gag out of a mistake.”

At a dress rehearsal for her 20th 
Big Record show, this was very much 
in evidence. Patti appeared relaxed, 
confident, poised. She had three 
changes of costume to make m her
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• In addition, there are eight Mer
• cury and EmArcy LPs of her re* 
• cordings on the market

original Glenn Miller band.
Since climbing into TV -aid record 

stardom, life has become a split-

air because of rating

• Patti Page has collected nine 
• gold records for singles which broke 
• over the 1,000,000 sales mark. They 
• are: Tennessee Waltz; Doggie « 
e the Window; I Went to Your Wed

ding; Changing Partners; AU My
* Love; Go On with the Wedding, 
• Cross Over the Bridge; Allegheny 
• Moon, and Old Cape Cod.
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fidence on the show because earlier 
that day, its sponsors, among them 
Dial Soap and Oldsmobile, had picked 
up the show’s option. There had been 
much trade press speculation over 
The Big Record’s chances of remain-
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length in Indiscretions of an American 
Wife, and although she is sought for 
a movie she has been unable to turn 
up a suitable script.

“1 want to make a movie, but 1 
want the script to be nght,” she aaya 
Also upcoming this summer is a tnp 
to Europe with her husband, “but 
just for a vacation, not for singing.”

As a switch, Down Beat asked Patti 
to list her Big Records, some of the 
favorites from her collection She in
cluded Sunny Side of the Street by 
Tommy Dorsey, Old Mother Hub
bard by Ella Fitzgerald; Down in the 
Depths by Sylvia Syms; Violets for 
Your Furs b\ Frank Sinatra; Unfor
gettable and There Goes My Heart by 
Nat Cole; One O’Clock Jump by 
Count Basie, and Little Brown Jut 
by Les Brown.

‘There are a lot more,” she said, 
"but they’d take up the whole book."

Her own favorite recording is a 
relatively obscure tune which never 
sold well. Roses Remind Me of You.

It was a long way between that fiis 
cover and the one on this issue, but 
Patti has made it gracefully, and with
out losing the charm and friendlinea 
she had when she was still scuffling 
for her big record.

tiny dressing-ioom to the left of the* 
stage on which her show is shot She 
had very little time to make her 
changes, and she had some rather 
wordy introductions to make for her 
guests. She carried them off profes
sionally, and ad-libbed acceptably 
when she goofed a line.

There was an added air of con-

a wee 
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finish 
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trouble»
However, the show is pitted against 

some formidable network opponents: 
NBC-TVs Wagon Train and ABC- 
TV’s Disneyland, both filmed, hour
long shows which begin a half-hour 
before The Big Record and run 
through Patti’s opening half-hour seg
ment. NEG-TV’S popular filmed show 
Father Knows Best, and ABC-TVs 
filmed western, Tombstone Territory, 
oppose Patti in the second half-hour

Despite the competition, the show 
has remained live and has paraded 
many of the top and rising names 
in the recording and music business 
Now and then jazz stars, generally 
bands such as Woody Herman and 
Stan Kenton, are scheduled.

Vic Schoen arranges the show and 
conducts a 32-piece band, which in
cludes some topnotch New York stu
dio men. At the rehearsal caught, 
Jimmy Maxwell and Joe Wilder were 
in the trumpet section, with Wilder 
blowing camera when not blowing 
trumpet.

At a recent broadcast, the Glenn 
Miller-Ray McKinley band was fea
tured, and Mrs. Schoen was an at
tentive member of the audience at 
rehearsals She is the former Marion 
Hutton, who sang for yean with the

second proposition for Patti On a 
typical week, which would start on 
Thursday (the day following her 
show), Patti sleeps late in order to 
prepare for a full afternoon of photos, 
gown fittings, interviews, and an occa
sional personal appearance. Friday 
mornings are consumed by still morr 
fittings, and the bulk of the afternoon 
is taken with script conferences with 
writers Bill Jacobson and Jack Elliott, 
the latter, incidentally, composer of 
more than 600 songs.

Saturdays become rehearsal days if 
Patti ha> some dancing to do or if 
there are script changes to be made. 
Whenever possible, she flies to Cali
fornia to be with her husband, dance 
director Charles O’Curran, whom she 
married late in 1956

On Mondays, the grind really be
gins Rehearsals run into the early 
evening, with fittings sandwiched in 
and following actual rehearsals On 
Mondays and Tuesdays, Patti also has 
music rehearsals. Tuesdays are pretty 
much taken up with camera blocking 
and walk-throughs of the show.

Wednesday is show day, and re
hearsal day, right up to about 7 p.m

At 9 p.m., when the show is over, 
she receives delegations from her fan 
clubs, talks to friends, and even re
cords spots for fund drive« in her 
dressing room She poses for pictures, 
and signs her weekly checks.

With a schedule like this, when can 
she get into a record studio to keep 
that «-nd of her career alive and 
thris-ing?

“Pretty much at night,” she says. 
“Sometime« I record in California, 
too.”

While all this is going on, Patti has 
been reading scripts for a movie ap
pearance She was spotted at some
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two weeks. And I didn’t go with the band, cither.
I knew about Charlie Parker in St. Ixmis, I even played 

with him there, while I was still in high school. We always 
used to try to play like Diz and Charlie Parker. When we 
beard that they were coming to town, my friend and 1 
were the first people in the hall, me with a trumpet under

cred cm* 
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| You want me to tell you where I was born—that old 
story? It was in good old Alton, Ill In 1926 And I had 
so call my mother a week before my last birthday and ask 
her how old I would be.

I started playing trumpet in grade school. Once a week 
we would hold notes. Wednesdays at 2:30 Everybody 
would fight to play best. Lucky for me, 1 learned to play 
the chromatic scale right away. A friend of my father’s 
brought me a book one night and showed me how to do 
it so I wouldn’t have to sit there and hold that note all 
the time.

My mother wanted to give me a violin for my birth
day, but my father gave me a trumpet—because he loved 
my mother so much!

There was a very good instructor in town. He was hav
ing some dental work done by my father. He was the one 
that made my father get me the trumpet. He used to tell 
os all about jam sessions on the Showboat, about trumpet 
players like Bobby Hackett and Hal Riker. “Play without 
any vibrato," he used to tell us. “You’re gonna get old 
anyway and start shaking,” he used to say, “no vibrato!” 
That’s how I tried to play. Fast and light—and no vibrato

By the time I was 16 I was playing in a band—the 
Blue Devils—in East St Louis. Sonny Stitt came to town 
with a band and heard us play one night. He told me, 
"You look like a man named Charlie Parker and you play 
like him, too. C’mon with us.”

The fellows in his band had their hair slicked down,

could go with them. She said no, I had to 
finish my last year of high school. I didn’t talk to her for



HOW
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CAN
YOU
GEY?

By Barry Ulanov

Everybody ’s Doing It Now,

But Why Are They?

Wonders Top Critic

T^ow funky can you get? That is not a rhetorical ques

tion; it is meant to be answered. It is not at all unanswer
able; we seem to be well on our way toward finding 
out just precisely how funky one can get.

Everybody’s doing it now. The most unlikely of jazz 
musicians have discovered “roots." Suddenly, out of no
where—and that’s just what it sounds like—yesterday’s 
cool jazzman has become today's funky one. It isn’t be
coming. It isn’t convincing. Not in these cases, anyway.

It makes sense when a musician who has been blowing 
a simple blues for 30 or 40 years continues to play the 
same music for another 10 or 20. For him, the Saints 
will always go marching in. the parade will always be 
on Rampart Street. No matter how much others may tire 
of the same chords, the same melodies, played in exactly 
the same way, he will continue to find, and I dare say to 
give, pleasure doing these things this way.

It makes sense, too, when a New Orleans ancient or a 
middle-aged Chicagoan looks elsewhere than his home 
town for musical inspiration. It may be years later than 
expected. It may be totally unexpected. But sometimes 
one of these veterans discovers the wit, the joy, the large 
resources of the later jazz and takes up the music which 
is new—to him at least. He also, I think, finds pleasure 
in his playing, and passes it along.

It • DOWN BEAT

I’m not at all sure that there is an equal amount d 
sense, or any sense at all, in the deliberate courting J 
styles and playing procedures which take a musician hacL 
far back, into an atmosphere, a kind of thinking, a modtl 
of music entirely foreign to him. He sounds UI at e* I 
some of the time, downright silly at other moments. Per-1 
haps he gives pleasure to some, but a kind of perverted 
pleasure, it seems to me, and at the cost of a great lo> 
of personality and musical stature.

Certainly it is possible to adapt the old lines, the old। 
tunes, the old progressions. The Benny Goodman Sextet’s 
refurbishing of Royal Garden Blues, in 1940, to fit the 
modem horticulture of Cootie Williams and Chari» 
Christian, Georgie Auld and Count Basie, made th 
old tune flower all over again. A further updating, 14 
years later, by Al Haig, took away any of the Gardet!. 
seediness that might have remained.

In both cases, good musical sense, as well as pleasure, 
was made because what emerged was a jazz strictly u 
keeping with the talents and tastes and personalities ci 
the musicians involved. That is not the way it has been 
in the cases of the fuzzy-minded, funky-minded musicians 
whom I have in mind.

Nor has it been a matter of turning to the blues and 
related patterns and procedures for the considerable 
musical riches still pad ‘d away in the most basic nt 
jazz forms.

The sort of thing that the Basie band does at its best 
indicates how much vitality the blues still offers arrangers 
and performers.

I he continuing spell the blues held over musicians like 
Charlie Parker and continues to hold over his successors 
and imitators suggests what strength for the creative jazz
man still lies there.

The artistry of such diverse singers of the blues as Joe 
Williams, Mahalia Jackson, Billie Holiday, and Jimmy 
Rushing points to the great charms, the vocal warmth, 
the almost endless variety of the 12-bar chorus, the blue 
notes, the one-four-five chord construction.

There has been room, too, for a different sort of devel
opment of these materials. It has been possible, on the 
fairly simple commercial level, to write 24- and 32-bar 
tunes employing blues motifs. Arrangers and composers 
and improvising soloists have, as we all know, introduced 
snatches and snippets of the blues into forms, on tbe 
surface at least, far removed from this music.

What we call “funky” nowadays, what we used to call 
“groovy,” is something else again, however. It isn’t mat
ter here that counts, but manner, although the identify
ing accent is usually borrowed from the blues. Mostly it’s 
a question of feeling, down-home feeling, backwoods feel
ing, low-down and dragout feeling, an unmistakably 
down-to-earth feeling that is just as plainly a rhythmic 
one, with the beat hardly subtle or difficult to detect or 
define. It has its place in jazz, always has, always will 
have. But it is not everyone’s kind of music. Least of 
all is it the modernist’s, even, perhaps, when he feels 
unmistakably down-to-earth, low-down, down-home and 
dragged out. It just isn’t his way of expressing the feeling 
and it isn’t convincing to hear him try to play it that 
way.

This is not an easy point to make. It is not an easy 
one to accept. But the history of the arts is replete with 
examples of men who have tried to adopt styles that were 
not their own or adapt themselves to ways of writing, of 
painting, of composing into which they did not fit, natu
rally or unnaturally.

In our own time there are obvious and sad examples; 
too many, really. Pablo Picasso and Charlie Chaplin

(Continued on Page 50)
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' Through the years, a marked char* 

acteristic of Stan Kenton’s personality 
has been undeviating loyalty to his 
band-of-the-moment. This, of course, 
is understandable: no leader is going 
to sell short a musical organization 
into which he has put incalculable 
emotional and physical effort.

While it is perhaps undeniable that 
Kenton has had bands superior to 
his present Rendezvous crew (it is 
generally accepted that his 1955 band 
was probably best of his career), his 
faith is strong in the future.

“The band is very good right now,” 
asserts the leader. “Of course, we’ve 
got a fine group of musicians. Most 
of ’em are young, though quite a few 
aren’t too well known yet. But,” he
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STAN KENTON
has a deep faith 
in the future of 
‘heartfelt' music



added confidently, “I assure you that 
in a matter of six months they will 
be well known because they've got the 
ability, talent, and a real enthusiasm 
co play.”

So far as individual sidemen are 
concerned, Kenton considers bass 
trombonist Kenny Shroyer “. . . the 
greatest talent to come into the band 
in recent years. He’s soloing more and 
more now, and knocks me out. Just 
fabulous.

“I think Jerry McKenzie is going 
to make it, too," he continued. “This 
kid began drumming when he was 5, 
and I think he’ll have a fine future. 
He’s really beginning to swing the 
band now

“Bill Perkins is still developing, of 
course. He liasn’t levelled oi' at all 
in his playing and is beginning to 
show considerable promise as a writer 
Lennie Niehaus, too, is starting to 
write some exciting things.

“You know, Richie Kamuca is back 
with the band—and that’s a ball in 
itself. Then, we’ve got the two bari
tones, Steve Purio and Bill Robinson, 
to really anchor the sax section.”

In an act which could be construed 
as symbolic of his grand plan to estab
lish permanently the liand at the Ren
dezvous ballroom in Balboa Beach, 
Calif., which he now owns, Kenton 
disclosed that henceforth all his re
cording sessions will be held in the 
ballroom.

‘I want the band to sound the same 
on record as it does on radio,” he 
declared. “Furthermore, the band I 
take on the road will be the record
ing band established at the Rendez
vous. Those who come to hear us in 
Iowa or Pennsylvania will be listening 
to the same outfit that makes the 
regular weekly broadcasts "

The greater part of Kenton’s pres
ently active book has been written by 
Johnny Richards and Provincetown. 
R. I., schoolteacher Joe Coccia. There 
are also current charts in the book 
by Niehaus and Perkins.

Stan envisions the band's orchestra । 
development along the same general 
arranging lines as heretofore. “How
ever,” he explains, “much of the new 
ideas will come from the fellows as 
they get with the music. The soloists 
will be the key to future development 
of the band’s character.”

In view of the increasing trend by 
today's jazz listeners toward the school 
of eastern funk (an idiom apparently 
alien to the Kentonian theory of jazz 
over the past 15 years), what does the 
leader think of the present direction 
jazz is taking?

Stan replies slowly. “The fans con
trol what comes out of jazz They buy 
the records and pay to see. and listen 

to, their favorites. Today, the fans 
are returning to jazz that has heart 
and vigor. They've gone back to try 
to discover jazz that really has depth 
to it

“The reason for this, I believe, is 
simple. Jazz fans have been subjected 
to an avalanche of LPs—good, bad 
and indifferent albums Now, this has

Bill Perkin* 
Still Developing'

reached the saturation point, and ob
viously the fans are not buying every 
jazz LP in sight. So many of the jazz 
album-« released m the past few years 
have had perhaps one good musician 
and four bad ones; or two fairly good 
men and say, threr mediocre playas 
But now the people are wise, they’re 
not so ready to spend their money.
Above all, they want value.”

Kenton has a word for this, more 
“valuable” mode of jazz expression. 
He calls it “heartfelt.” Dryly, he says, 
“Maybe if the expression ‘heartfelt 
jazz* takes hold, it might influence 
both fans and musicians. It can start 
a new thing in the music.”

First to admit that “. . . too much 
of the jazz that came out of the west 

coast had no emotional content, ao ■ 
necessary in any healthy art,” Stan I 
adds the observation. “... as jazz goes I 
back to emotional projection, it’s ■ 
much better for the music as a whole. 
The west coast experimentations were ’ 
interesting for a while, but today a 
lot of this music has fallen by the 
wayside. You see, it had to get some 
heart; it had to get away from an 
over-intellectualism that drained it of 
emotional content.”

Inasmuch as the so-called 'west I 
coast movement* was initiated for the 
most pan by ex-Kenton sidemen, 
what role then does the leader be
lieve his musical influence played in 
its encouragement?

“I think the band did influence this | 
intellectual approach,” he frankly con- t 
fessed “What happened, however, * 
was that some of the fellows who I 
came out of the band became too en
grossed with intellectuality. Principal
ly, this was because during their terms 
as sidemen they began seriously to 
study, became better schooled musi
cians, began to master more and more 
of the technical aspects. So, as they 
improved their overall musicianship, 
they began to put into practice these 
new, more intellectual jazz concepts 
What came out was west coast jazz.’’ 
he shrugged.

In animated commentary on the 
lack of major figures on today’s jazz 
scene, Stan asks, “How many Roy 
Eldridges do we have around today; 
do we have a Charlie Parker around 
today? Stitt and Rollins may possibly 
arrive at somewhere near Parker’s 
stature, but I can’t think of others.

“One tenor man I find increasingly 
impressive, though, is the fellow who 
plays with Curtis Counce. What’s his 
name? Harold Land . . . that’s it. 1 
think he’s a tremendous player.

“To me, a greatly underappreciated 
musician is Lionel Hampton No one 
plays like Hamp; but nobody knows, 
because of his circus antics. Milt Jack 
son, for example, never played like 
Hamp does Lionel cooks all the time; 
his solos build on intelligent lines—he 
knows the value of building to a musi
cal climax. Hamp’s a master—that’s 
all.”

In a most telling remark bearing 
on the future direction of his music, 
an avenue now indicated by the num
ber of Johnny Richards charts in the 
band’s book, Kenton predicts, “In the 
future, Alrv-Cuban rhythms are guing 
to loom big in modem jazz; so big 
that people will stop thinking of 
’em as strictly Afro-Cuban. One day, 
American music will have swallowed 
up completely the Cuban rhythms. 
As I see it, that’s where the future 
lies.”

20 • DOWN BEAT
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Johnny Warrington band in Phila
delphia. This was followed by a stint 
with Gene Krupa’s band, during 
which Gerry played baritone and add-

I Gerald Joseph Mulligan, who turns 
31 on April 6, is standing at anothei 
« ross roads in his musical life.

for a while longer?
Will I remain in this country or 

split my years between America and 
Europe?

These are questions that only Gerry 
can answer, for he perhaps more than 
most other jazz musicians, can best 
look into himself and assess his capa
bilities, growth, and future.

In the background is Mulligan’s

west 
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ider be
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the Krupa book.
It’s history now how he combined 

with Miles Davis and the other tal
ented jazzmen who forged the epochal 
Capitol sides now proclaimed as the 
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It’s also a matter of record, both 
historical and phonograph, that his 
pianoless quartet with Chet Baker. 
Chico Hamilton, and Bob Whitlock 
set a pattern of small group accept
ance which led to tremendous popu
larity.

His appearances at the Jazz Festival 
in Paiis, 1954, as well as at Newport 
and other festivals in this country 
have made him an internationally 
popular musician His appearances in 
England last year led him to reason 
that there was a chance to grow as 
an artist and an individual by split
ting his time between the two conti
nents.
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Don Elliott is composing, arranging, singing, conduct-
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I wish Stan Freburg would do a pared) record of po
etry and jazz.

Just a word of warning to jazz critics from your old 
friend George Both trumpeter Kenny Dorham and pian
ist Red Garland are former professional boxers.

I think the Hi-Lo’s are beginning to overdo the vocal 
gimmicks in their arrangements. More singing and less 
gymnastics, please.

Quote of the week (from British bandleader Vic Lewis, 
who is going to play some college dates in the U.S. soon): 
Notified that his itinerary includes appearances at Har
vard and Yale, he said, “I’m tremendously thrilled at the 
prospect of playing at these world-famous centers.” I 
guess it doesn’t take too much to excite some people.

ing. and supervising a mood jazz LP for Decca. He’ll also 
dub trumpet and mellophone over the vocal tracks. 
Seems to me a man could make enough money to retire 
on if he could do about four of those.

Things are getting duller by the day in the music busi
ness Charlie* Barnet hasn t gotten married in months

Dave Garrow ay now has a chimp on his Today show 
hat spins records. How would someone go about paying 

him off?

Some more record album cover ideas, given gratis to 
any company that wants to use them For a Dixieland 
set, an action picture of the New York Rangers playing 
the Detroit Red Wings using tenor banjos instead of 
hockey sticks. The goalie facing the camera could be 
reading the Philadelphia Enquirer.

Or tor the more advanced Dave Brubeck albums, there 
should be at least one with a lovely blonde in shorts and 
halter shoveling snow off a Rolls Royce.

Or for any jam session LP, a photo of a man in a 
barber chair being shaved lefthanded by John Foster 
Dulles and getting a manicure from Grandma Moses.

If you have never read Elliott Grennard's short story. 
Sparrow’s Last Jump, based on the breakdown suffered 
by Charlie Parker in 1946, it is now tn reprint as part 
of Ralph J. Gleason's Putnam anthology, Jam Session. 
Included also are a couple of splendid pieces by George 
Frazier, one on Bunny Berigan, the other on Eddie Con
don. It is because of the latter that I am again reminded 
of Condon's delightful recipe for a hangover. “For a 
bad hangover,” prescribes Condon, “take the juice of 
two quarts of whiskey.”

The report in a recent issue of Billboard to the effect 
that Nesuhi Ertegun finally found a buyer for his like- 
new Jaguar is completely unfounded. It is suspected the 
item was planted by Bob Roiontz, who is trying to buy 
the car at a knocked-down price

Some Boston advei using men have formed a club 
called JAM (Jazz and Ad Men) which meets monthly 
and listens to jazz records. I imagine they play only disci 
made of charcoal gray vinyl.
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You can direc tly < redit Chicago disc jockey Marty Faye 
for the rise of Swinging Shepherd Blues as a hit instru
mental. He played the track from Moe Koffman's Jubilee 
album two and three times a day for weeks, making the 
LP a good seller in Chicago. Federal Records then cov
ered the tune as a single with the Johnnie Pate quintet, 
after which other labels jumped on it, including M-G-M 
with a David Rose version. At last count, five cuttings of 
it were on the market.

own 
Sunwi 
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Practical jokers seem to have just about disappeared 
from jazz. Time was when almost every band had its 
cutup. Probably the funniest of all was Joe Venuti, the 
wild fiddler. The exploit that gained him the most re
nown occurred when both his band and Paul Whiteman’s 
played at the Fort Worth Centennial in Texas Each 
night to begin the festivities both bands would play the 
Star-Spangled Banner before some 10,000 people, with 
the entire place in darkness except for a spotlight cast 
on Whiteman as he led both hands with a lighted baton. 
Venuti always was relegated to the background.

One night, however, Joe paid off the electrician, and 
as th< place darkened for the playing of the national 
anthem, the spotlight did not hit the expectant Whiteman. 
It moved to the opposite bandstand instead, where Venuti 
stood dressed only in shorts, leading both bands with a 
broomstick that had a 100-watt bulb tied to the end 
of it .

And there's the time he was playing the Hickory House 
in New York and a customer at the bar began heckling 
him unmercifully .. But that’s another story.
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LAURINDO ALMEIDA

Three recent Capitol releases, Impressoes 
Do Brasil (P-8381), The New World of 
the Guitar (P-8392), and Duets with the 
Spanish Guitar (PAO-8406), are superb 
examples of the fabulous technique and 
deeply lyrical expression of former Kenton 
guitarist Almeida. This is his idiom You 
feel it from the start

Impressoes includes two of Almeida’s 
own works, Serenata and Copacabana 
Sunset; as well as Radames Gnattali’s Con
certino for Guitar and Piano, and a charm
ing Villa Lobos work. Gavota-Choro

The New World draws from works of 
such as Turina, Rodrigo, and Castelnuovo- 
Tedesco, and also from the work of two 
English composers, John Duarte and Al
bert Harris Turina’s Sonata is lovely, and 
beautifully played

Duets ranges from Chopin and Ravel 
to contemporary South American com
posers for material. Almeida is joined by 
flutist Martin Ruderman and contralto 
Salli Terri for this collection stemming 
from Brazil. Villa-Lobos’ Bachtanos Bra- 
nleiras No 5 is exquisite

These are excellent additions to Almei
da’s earlier LPs. of which the haunting 
Guitar Music of Spain (P-8295) has long 
been a source of constant pleasure to these 
ears. This is a man who has successfully 
embraced two musical idioms without los
ing a grasp on either This is also a man 
gifted with artistry of the highest caliber 
(D.C.)
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PEARL HAILEY

Pearl’s first sets for Roulette, Pearl 
Bailey A Broad (R-25012) and For Adults 
Only (R-25016), are a good cross-section 
nf her material and her style. The former 
has an international flavor (A Broad, 
abroad . . get it?) with such as Non 
Dimenticar; South America, Take It 
Away; Cast Magnifique; Loch Lomond: 
That’s What I Like About the North, and 
4n> Place I Hang My Hat Is Home. She 
even rings in Bill Bailey, which about 
make« any world tour complete. The lat
ter set is billed as restricted for air play, 
which is hardly fair, because there are 
tuch as Zip; To Keep My Love Alive; 
Legalize My Name; I Wanna Get Married, 
md Let’s Do It performed What makes 
it, of course, is Pearl’s offhand innuendo 
She could sing the preface to the New 
York Citv police manual and somehow 
rive it a leer. If these can’t be heard on 
the air, then it’s no wonder radio is dying 
(D.C.)

• Blindfold Test 
• High Fidelity 
• Jeu Best-Seller

popular

DELIRIUM IN HI-FI

Among Columbia's initial releases in the 
glistening Adventure In Sound series is 
this collection, Delirium tn Hi-Fi (Wl- 
106) by EIm Popping and Her Pixieland 
Band, which, I suspect, is a pseudoynm 
for Michel Legrand. There are perhaps 
three or four bars total where Legrand’s 
sound is barely discerned. The rest con
sists of some outrageous sounds, some im
probable sounds, some unbearable sounds 

but all of it pretty amusing. The al
bum was patched together with effects 
created by speeding up tapes, or having 
singers sing the words of a song back
wards then playing the tapes back-end-to. 
or having the band play scores written 
backwards, and others too fantastic to 
dwell on here. Enough then to say that 
it’s a novel workout for a hi-fi rig, and 
quite delightful. Why, only this morning 
I found myself humming Java des bombes 
atomiques It could happen to you. (D.C.)

LES I LARRY ELGART
The Ekarts appear to be getting away 

from what I felt was apparently becoming 
a parody of the abrupt style of playing 
that has become their trademark. In Les 
d? Larry Elgart and Their Orchestra (Co
lumbia CL 1052), the band fairly sparkles 
in glistening hi-fi. Larry plays a lovely 
soprano sax solo in What’s New, and is 
is also heard on alto on Don’t Get Around 
Much Any More. The booklet enclosed 
with the album has some interesting shots 
of the brothers in their younger days. 
A good dance set. (D.C.)

FIRE HOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO
Firehouse Five Plus Two Goet to Sea 

(Good Time Jazz L-12028 Vol. 6) is yet 
.mother rouser in the continuing Lester 
Koenig collection of hi-fijinks with his fire- 
hatted pals from the Disney studio

Impeccably recorded (the water effects 
are a gas), this collection of songs of the 
sea includes such collector’s items as On 
the Good Ship Lollipop and Minnie the 
Mermaid rendered with the uninhibited 
exuberance of which this irreverent brigade 
is capable.

Despite the valiant trumpeting of Danny 
Alguire; George Probert’s fish horning in; 
Ward Kimball’s gusty trombone, and Frank 
Thomas* ragtimey piano, clearly hero of 
the session is tubaist George Bruns who, 
one might say, solos with deep reaching 
emotional impact.

One of the best examples to date of 
Firehouse Fivemanship, this album, al) 
grammar aside should be very splashy

• In Person 
• Radio-TV
• Films

Actually, the LP is a collection of some 
of the Heath band’s single records, but it 
contains a pleasant assortment of sounds 
by the characteristic ally precise band. In
cluded are The Faithful Hussar, Canadian 
Sunset; Baby Doll; Bernie's Tuna; Drive 
In; Jungle Drums, and Asia Minor. It

In The Shearing Piano (Capitol T 909), 
George brings his technique, musicianship, 
and sense of whimsy into full play in solo 
renditions of 12 songs. There ia a DeBussy 
feel about Stella by Starlight, and a 
Menotti-like air to On the Street Where 
You Live, particularly in the extrapolation 
at the end. Guilty has a trace of Waller 
in it, as well as a friendly nod to Tatum. 
Included in the set are Friendly Persua
sion; For Every Man There’s a Woman; 
It Might As Well Be Spring; High on a 
Windy Hill; If; A Tune for Humming, 
and Sigh No M°re This is very rewarding 
listening. (D.C.)

SARAH VAUGHAN

Sarah Vaughan at Mister Kelly’s (Mer
cury MG 20326) is exactly that—an in
person recording of Sarah at the Chicago 
supper dub, complete with audience re
sponse, asides from Sarah, and a warm 
feeling not usually obtained in a studio 
setting. There arc a few goofs, but the end 
product is superior enough to overcome 
them.

A nine-tune format allows Sarah some 
room to explore the melodic content of 
those tunes included--September tn the 
Rain; Willow Weep for Me; Just One of 
Those Things; Be Anything but Darling 
Be Mine; Thou Swell; Stairway to the 
Stars; Honeysuckle Rose; Just a Gigolo, 
md How High the Moon Sarah sings 
them with customary warmth and inven
tion.

Although the cover indicates that this 
is an LP by Sarah and “Her Trio” the 
trio members are not identified. They 
should have been, because 
vital contribution. For the 
on hand included Jimmy 
Richard Davis, bass, and 
drums (D.G.)

they make a 

record, those 
Jones piano; 
Roy Haynes,
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The Question: what record label consistently 
offers you the finest in jazz? FM

It’s a fact: the findings of Down Beat’s 
staff of reviewers, as published in the 
Beat’s annual compilation—“Jazz Record 
Reviews.” Analysis of reviews of all albums 
covered by the Beat’s staff during 1957 re- - 
veals that, by Down Beat’s rating system 
(on which 5 stars is the top score), the 
record company with the year’s highest 
average was:

RIVERSIDE, with an average of 4.13 stars.
Of all companies—large or small, major 
and independent—issuing 10 or more jazz 
records on all consumer levels in 1957, 
Riverside was the only label with an aver
age rating higher than 4 stars!

Our thanks to the Down Beal critics for 
singling out Riverside for these honors. 
Thanks also to the Beat for making public 
this important information. Above all, 
thanks to the wonderful jazz artists who 
created these superior LPs, and who will 
continue in 1958 to make it possible for 
Riverside to offer you the very finest in 
recorded jazz.

Here are some of the albums that helped 
Riverside to win top critical honors. Are 
they in your basic jazz library?

MONK’S MUSIC: THELONIOUS MONK Septet: with Coleman Hawkins
Art Blakey. Gigi Gryce, Wilbur Ware (12-242) hhhhh

THELONIOUS HIMSELF: solo piano by THELONIOUS MONK 
(12-235) *****
BRILLIANT CORNERS: THELONIOUS MONK; with Sonny Rollins, Ernie
Henry. Clark Terry (12-226) *****
ZOOT!: The ZOOT SIMS Quintet (12-228) ****y2
GIGI GRYCE and the Jazz Lab Quintet, featuring Donald Byrd (12-229) ****1^>
BILL EVANS: New Jazz Conceptions (12-223) ****V2
THE SOUND OF SONNY: SONNY ROLLINS (12-241) ****
THE HAWK FLIES HIGH: COLEMAN HAWKINS; with J. J. Johnson 
(12-233)****
SULTRY SERENADE: HERBIE MANN (12-234) ****
KENNY DREW TRIO; with Paul Chambers, Philly Joe Jones (12-224) ****
THIS IS NEW: KENNY DREW; with Donald Byrd. Hank Mobley 
(12-236) ***♦
JAZZ AT VESPERS: GEORGE LEWIS Ragtime Band (12-230) ****
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LORES SINGS FRET «M (Mani) SMi

Paul Bley

The sounds contained in this LP, then, 
are indications of things to come. On

Dave Brubeck
DAVE BRUBECK FLATS — Faataa?

“Ah! has anyone projected the souls of 
any of our great instrumentalists vocal
wise?" ask* the liner writer. "This wa* 
the key,” he add*, to finding a gimmick 
on which to hang the voice of ringer, 
Lorez Alexandria. Having selected Lester 
Young at the presumably unsuspecting 
jazzman whose soul wa* to be projected 
(“vocal-wise," yet), the label a&r man 
chose a selection of 10 tune* recorded by 
Young, “. . . transported the essential 
equipment and engineer to an intimate 
club in Chicago,” and took it from there.

Perhaps it’s endemic with ringers that 
they’re supremely confident of how easy 
it is to scat solos. But, Virginia, it just 
ain’t so easy. In attempting to recreate 
the solos of Prez, Miss Alexandria succeeds 
only in sounding pseudo-hip. There are 
times, in fact, when she comes on down
right ridiculously, a* when she introduces 
the instrumental soloists on the final track, 
Jumpin’.

The producer of this LP apparently for
got that when you stick your neck out 
on a gimmick—especially in jazz—you bet
ter be sure its entertainment value is sus
tained throughout the album. Alas, poor 
Lorez; after the third track she begins to

Though her singing voice is appealing, 
with distinct jazz quality reminiscent at 
times of early Sassy, it becomes too man
nered, leaving one to wish for just one 
ttraightly sung chorus. Then, too, she per
sistently sings behind the beat until that 
too begins to irritate. Indeed, were it not 
lor the good supporting jazz group, Lorez’ 
album might well qualify as the most irri
tating LP of the year.

Worth a star in itself is the loosely re
laxed, swinging rhythm section of Fleming, 
Fournier, and/or Young and May. (The 
liner never states on just what tracks 
either of these bassists play, though May 
is identified by Lores on Jumpin'.)

Touff solo« well on the blues tunes, as 
does Serrano, though his tone is rather 
thin. Stepney's vibes style is delicate to 
the point of gutlessness, though his phras
ing and conception are rich.

Overall balance is quite good, but Four
nier play* too loudly at times and the 
vocalist repeatedly retreats from the mike.

A straight vocal album by Miss Alexan
dria might be quite pleasant, particularly 
if recorded in the same free-and-easy dub 
atmosphere. The introduction by the un
identified, oily-voiced announcer could well 
he dispensed with, however.

After the implication in the notes that 
no one ha* heretofore scatted the solo* 
(or projected the souls, if you will) of 
jazzmen, it is in order here to remind the 
writer that Annie Ros* and King Pleasure 
did so many years ago. And what is more 
to the point, they did it better. (J.A.T.)

Louis Armstrong
SATCHMO THI GREAT—C»I_SI. CL 1077.

These excerpt* from the film are good, 
as is, but the visual impact of Armstrong's 
tour of Europe and Africa in the film was 
every bit at important. The face* tell the 
story. Particularly in the gripping scene 
where Louis played Black and Blue for 
Ghana’s Prime Minister Kwame Kkrumah; 
and at Accra, where some 100,000 persons 
jammed the screen with happy, smiling, 
joy-filled faces

It’s best not to rate this because the 
performances have been committed to rec
ords several timet before by the group, and 
it it not a jazz album at such, but rather 
a narrative bound together with Louis’ 
horn and hit mutic.

There’s a particularly ghastly bit of 
fluff with Ed Murrow regarding the defini
tion of cat, gutbucket, and the like. But 
Louis calls on his natural strain of humor 
to pull it through

The notes list Dale Jones and Arvell 
Shaw as bassists, but I’m sure I saw Jack 
Lesberg perspiring in that equitorial heat 
in several scenes. There’s also the valiant 
Armstrong-Hall struggle against an acre of 
strings in the St. Louis Blues symphonic 
version, taped at Lewisohn Stadium and 
conducted by Leonard Bernstein But Louis 
is a man who can create jazz with any 
kind of background, or with none.

The tunes on the LP include Sleepy 
Time Down South; Indiana; Flee As a 
Bird; Oh, Didn’t He Ramble?; Mack the 
Knife; Mahogany Hall Stomp, and All 
for You, Louis.

It’s a fine memento of a good documen
tary film. (D.G.)

RaUa*i
A* Carla Borg point* out in the liner 

note* for this Bley quartet LP, the group 
utilize* two approaches—the compositional 
and the blowing. Both attack* are in evi
dence here, a* the group reflect* Bley’* 
individualistic approach to music. How
ever, the group fail* to attain a consistent 
level of accomplishment.

Very often in this set the execution i* 
more vertically heavy than horizontally 

emn nor contemplative, in a meditative 
sense. Harlem is given a dull, heavy treat
ment. Drum is, obviously, a showcase for 
McBrowne. The disjointed, heavy atmos
phere pervade* most of the tracks.

The musicianship, particularly in the 
cases of Bley and Pike, appear* to be 
more than adequate. However, the group 
never quite speak* a* a group. This is 
most evident in the use of Pike, who is 
utilized mor* as an independent aokust or 
accompanist than an integrated group 
voice. While he play* attractively on Ewry 
where, for example, he does not make any 
contribution to the group a* a unique 
entity.

There are moments of creative achieve
ment here, but there aren’t enough of 
them to compensate for the sluggish ap
proach that dominate*. It seem* to me 
(and I haven’t heard the group in per
son) that the four member* must become 
influential group forces, rather than in
dependent soloist*. While the ponderous 
sound that characterizes the group’* work 
here may be the result of Bley’s desires, 
I feel that this group must become a group 
in every sense of that term if it is to 
fulfill a valid, influential role in the de
velopment of jazz. (D.G.)

The liner note data gives no indication 
when this material was recorded by Bru
beck, but it is unlikely that this set is of 
recent origin. My own attempts to pin
point the recording date have failed. 
Without knowing its place in time, it is 
somewhat difficult to view its significance 
in term* of Brubeck’s development. Ap
parently, it was recorded before Brubeck 
found his quartet groove, because it is an 
eclectic presentation.

The LP is filled with romanticism, the 
use of the arpeggio device, elaborate pat
terns often associated with the cocktail 
pianist, and glimpses into the history of 
jazz piano, to name a few of the most 
obvious characteristics. There isn’t consid
erable experimentation, which character
ized much of Brubeck’s advanced efforts, 
but there are moments of rare lacework 
appeal and direct emotional communica
tion.

There is no single Brubeck voice here, 
but in the variety of voices included there 
is evidence of passing through a transition
al stage into maturity.

The high points are the tribute to Cleo 
Brown, rich in jazz tradition; Wonderful, 
a vivid display of the polyrhythmic inter
action of left and right hands, and Imagi
nation, a fascinating exploitation of baric 
melodic content. Summer is handled in a 
florid fashion. The theme in Search is
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SOVW ROLLINS
KENNY DORHAM 
WYNTON KELLY

PAUL CHAMBERS

MONK'S Music: Thelonious 
with Coleman Hawkins, 
Art Blakey, etc. (12-242)

with one of the finest jazz groups ever

SONNY ROLLINS: the 
sound of a revolutionary 
new tenor star. (12-241)

MULLIGAN Meets 
MONK: a rare meeting of 
creative giants. (12-247)
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SONNY ROLLINS, 
KENNY DORHAM 
WYNTON KELLY, 
PAUL CHAMBERS.
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HERBIE MANN's Californians (12-245) BLUES FOR TOMORROW (12-243)

Great Ideas of Western Mann: A really new sound— 
the first jazz LP to feature bass clarinet. With Jack 
Sheldon. Jimmy Rowles

New, previously unreleased blues by five top groups. 
Featuring Sonny Rollins, Herbie Mann, Art Blakey, 
Coleman Hawkins, other stars.

new jazz hits from

IKZZ FOR LOVERS (12-244)
Top modern jazz stars in a collection of beautiful 
ballads. Featuring Kenny Dorham, Zoot Sims, Clark 
Terry, Colman Hawkins, etc.

ERNIE HENRY Quartet (12-248)

Seven Standards and a Blues: In the last LP completed 
before his recent death, the alto star reached a new 
peak. With Wynton Kelly.
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buldeA, technique timewiae make him the 
steadily puihpinii heart of the rhitha 
tection. IJ.AT.)

Gille* pie-Getz-Ha •* kint-Goniahrea 
KelbManhall-Heard

Jones-We»i»-Burrell-W aklron- 
Chamber» Taylor

The Original 
Jazz Album

stormy solos of all three tenon. As he 
again demonstrates in his closing solo, Diz 
claims this session for himself

The occasionally dragging tempos and 
Gonsalves' poor solo on Atmosphere lower 
the overall rating. But Marshall is excel
lent throughout; hit penetrating tone and

several tracks he creates movingly. On 
num of the tracks he is searching for 
the elusive theme. He has found that 
theme and this LP is of value in illus
trating the path he followed, of some 
value in itself There are moments here 
that deserve attention, niuments that indi
cate that in finding himself Brubeck may 
have sacrificed something of value (D.G,)

Batin* I

Miss Grauer is a classically trained 
young Californian (she’s termed a “tee» 
age?’ in the liner notes) who discovered 
jazi and was chnUenged by it

Generalizing from her performance here, 
she has listened attentively to Russ Free
man, Hamp Hawes, and Andre Previn, 
among others Her approach to the in
strument indicates an awareness of several 
piano styles, but she doesn't seem to have 
found het own niche yet. On irveral 
tracks here, she remains poised on the 
brink of creation, but does not muster the 
imaginative force to plunge forward m 
individualistic fashion

On the medium and up-tempo interpre
tations, she is more at ease in her deriva
tive attack. The ballads are dissipated m 
moments of heavy, florid elaboration; Imi
tation has its Carmen Cavallaro overtones. 
For the most part, however, she suffen 
more from a lack of individuality than a 
lack of technical ability. If she manages 
to synthesize the influences which haw 
molded her to date and can emerge as a 
successfully original stylist, she could con
tribute effectively to jazz. She possesses a 
technical command and, judging from the 
cover and liner note photo, she. can con
tribute substantial visual appeal. If she u 
encouraged, it is possible that she will dis
cover the approach that define her playing 
and lend authority to it.

Her fellow explorers here, Lewis and 
Clark, encourage her rhythmically with
out submerging the piano sound. (D.G.)

Ar irjl nouns — PivMlga 7118; Stmata*« 
Jailyt C»m* O<wf Strs»«.

hnautl i Tb*d JuaM, trump« 11 FruuK W«m 
lauar aud Huts« Kmuty BUmll, fuitur, WW 
Waldm. fiSauo | Pad Chamber*, bam| Wtbw 
Tayler, dream.

Kalle*;
Mature musicianship characterizes this 

blowing session. These are appealing state
ments and conversations by a group of 
mature jazzmen

Essentially a blues program, the rharti 
(all by Waldron) are more jumping off 
points than inherently valid compositions 
Wess' playing is a gratifying blend of pre
Bird and contemporary influences. Jones, 
serving a vital but largely unrecognized 
role in the Basie band, here has the oppor
tunity to further his aims as a soloist and 
does so convincingly. Burrell, like his com
panions, manifests a basic appreciation of 
jazz tradition, including an iwarenesi of 
the contributions of Charlie Christian and 
Freddie Green.

Waldron, a consistently sophisticated 
performer, avoids chic mannerisms tn 
favor of rooted stylistic expression. Cham
bers supports and solos forcefully ano 
Taylor keeps everyone moving.

of 11 Tunes 
ffsim ths CUU£m

Sr-mN* IN—V*rm MG V-*33S. Dimy 4^ 
pkara« I'm TSr»s*> aith Lanai Witham • Ward 
aj Warning; Smaal Larrainai Lana Walhad Ini 
Saptamhar Sang, On Ika Manta? ¿lampin' a’ Iha 
lunar; Thin Tima tha DraaaTt an Maf Tiana 
Ifur Tima; Lana mith Ika Winds Tha Way Tan 
Laak Tanight.

»•muur-1 Uiu« GUImpbt, Mumps' I Sl«u CsU, 
Cslsmau Hawklu, Paul Cuuauhma, Tsuen* Wys 
im Kelly. pUan. WaudaU Marahall kam| J. C. 
Heard, draau.

■aUu«!
Aptly titled, this album makes no pre

tense of offering anything but the free- 
est kind of blowing by the musicians in
volved. The first and final tracks are long 
and fast; in between are two ballad med
leys a la JATP, with all the hornmen and 
pianist Kelly given opportunity to speak 
their piece.
- After Diz’ and Marshall’s muted trum
pet and bass intro to Dizzy Atmosphere, 
Gonsalves. Gillespie, Hawkins, and Get7 
solo in that order. Despite his promising 
beginning, Gonsalves Hows unimaginative
ly on Atmosphere, falls into a needlessly 
frantic succession of phrases after the first 
16 bars Despite Heard’s dragging tempo 
and too-heavy cymbal work, the other 
solos are excellent, with Hawkins eloquent
ly shouting and Getz proving he can romp 
and stomp with exciting ease.

Kicking off the first ballad medley, Getz 
gives to Love a wealth of tenderness 
Gonsalves follows with a simple, deep in
terpretation of Word of Warning, marred 
only by annoyinglv audible breathing Dir' 
Lorraine is alternately funky, playful, and 
lyrical, rrstniinedly muted and utterly re
laxed Kelly- shallowly plays Love Walked 
In, never really getting his teeth into it. 
A typically preaching Hawkins winds up 
the medley with supple strength.

The second selection of ballads is taken 
at a more swinging tempo, with Diz <iWH- 
ing his second chorus of Alamo as if pro
pelled by a jato booster. Heard again 
drags tempo during Hawk’s Stompin', 
withal a shouting tour de force for the 
veteran tenorman. Dream’s on Me finds 
Kelly more comfortable at the faster tem
po, with the rhythm section finding a 
stable level of time during his solo. Getz’ 
Time contrasts with the other tenors, is 
nonetheless expressive and full of guts. 
Gonsalves’ IFmd completes the selection 
A strong time player, he evokes Webster 
and Young at times, laving it down with 
cooking relaxation.

Tonight seems a rather thin choice for 
up-tempo jamming Treated as it is here,
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spontaneous combustion! The West 
Coast’s great alto star meets the East 
Coast’s great Rhythm Section (Paul 
Chambers, bass; Red Garland, piano; 
Philly Joe Jones, drums) in an uninhib
ited blowing session —C3532

Sheny Manne & h» Friends (Andre Previn, and 
Leroy Vinnegar*-Modem jazz performance. of 
«ngs from I Hl .

their first recording, “and everything 
cooked!" Counce on bass; Jack Sheldon, 
trumpet; Harold Land, tenor sax; Carl 
Perkins, piano; and Frank Butler, drums 
In king-size Jazr performances —C3526

, Lewis and 
nically with
ind- (D.G.)

the nation's #1 drummer, Shelly Manne, 
with André Previn, piano and Leroy Vln- 
-egar, bass, in a wonderful follow-up hit 
to their best-selling “My Fair Lady”! 
"...just about the last word in modern 
romantic Jazz piano playing.” Saturday 
Review -C3533

acterizes this 
pealing state- 
a eroup of

everybody likes
HAMPTON HAWE9 

vol 3: the trio

the modern tenor “colossus” with the 
nation’s poll-winners: Shelly Manne on 
drums, Ray Brown, bass—in, to quote the 
New Yorker, “a fascinating new tour de 
force from the Coast”—C3530

Barney Kessel, guitar; Sheily Manne, 
drums and Ray Brown, bass—1956 and 
1957 top stars in the S major polls: Down 
Beat, Metronome, and Playboy! Billboard 
says: “consistently line performance tabs 
this package a must...one of the best 
small group works in many a moon”— 
C3535

CONTEMPORARY RECORDS 8481 melrose place, los angeles 46. california

the vital young Jazz pianist In his third 
great CR album. “He plays with driving 
abandon !”—Metronome Yearbook. Red 
Mitchell, bass and Chuck Thompson, 
drums—C3523
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THE POLL WINNERS: BARNEY KESSEL 
WITH SHELLY MANNE AND RAY BROWN 

CONTEMPORARY C 3535

Art Pepper meets 
The Rhythm Section 
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which the feeling very happy and

Hall Overton’s moving

solemn work based blues

supporting melodic line*.as well

DOWN BEAT

The four tunes represent * varied array 
uf tempos but the members of the group 
are never ill at ease This is professional
ism and, as such, it’s recommended (D.G.)

PJQ to ihr 
of the samr

to jazz piano here and since I 
heard him before I am unable

ity of LaPorta’s approach here. I feel that 
the recording ol classical ind juz material 
should be encouraged in formats similar tn 
the one utilized here. For that reason, 
although the rating is not four or five 
stars, I believe this is a significant LP 
In 1984, in retrospective terms, this may 
well be considered an epochal step in the 
evolution of music (D.G.)

The rating is an evaluation of the jazz 
performances only However, I would like 
to reemphasize my feeling about the valid-

mine if he is style-searching 
ally selected an approach to 
of each tune DeRosa backs 
Keller intelligently, without 
overpowering them

have not 
to deter
intention- 
the mood

The slow movement is particularly pretty
Waldron's Dear Elaine is a lovely theme, 

lovingly explored by the group. Fanner’s 
bass shines on Friday, which I found least 
spectacular of the cuts. Meta-Waltz is an 
interesting rhythmic workout.

Obviously this group is strictly a re
cording quartet and can only be assessed 
on the LPs it brings forth. On these two 
sets, the interest level, the music.anship, 
and the feeling are very high, indeed. 
(D.G.)

the thread of his 
even difficult re

instrumentation, it should be noted that 
the same instruments played by different 
musician* do not a similar conception 
make. If anything, I found the PJQ a 
bit funkier, a bit more explorative, a Im 
less polished and less fastidious-sounding 
than the MJQ. I also found a stronger 
dependence on the bass for melodic pur 
poses, and on the drums as drums

With Teo, the PJQ becomes a quintet 
rather than a quartet with a guest horn 
soloist. Macero has been, and often is. a 
reed man of dazzling, original, often mys
tical qualities. On this LP, he plays quit» 
unlike any other tenor player. He mow 
into the upper register with ease, and 
often emerges with a sound more alto 
than tenor. For the most part, his work 
is highly inventive and at the same time 
very lyrical. He does not become so ob

chart of Star Eye», he plays the most me
lodic tenor I’ve heard yet from him 
There’s a freshness, too, in the round of 
the horn as «veil. I found jGhost Story 
most gripping and memorable thematical
ly. A Monkish mood prevails on WAafz 
Not; and Polody, with its «uprising^; 
funky ending, spots some excellent Wal 
dron piano. Waldron shines on both these 
sets, particularly on Ghost, Star Eyes, and 
Take Three Parts J au.

The hornless PJQ LP features Teddy » 
now swinging, now thoughtful vibes work, 
and the Three Parts Suite. Addison Farm 
er is heard spotted in strong solo effort*

LaPorta and 
at any time

changes Sea is mildly enjoyable, but not 
impressive, in a significant sense.

LaPorta is not a major jazz clarinetist. 
His conception wavers and his tone is 
mmewhat harsh. But like several of his 
contemporaries, he manages to interpret 
successfully much of the time in his own 
terms. Keller manifests several approaches

carefree We were not trying to actually 
imitate the music of that time. We play 
this music with, to a certain extent, mod
ern conception. We were trying to get 
into the spirit of that period. .”

The performance* seem to lack that 
“happy and carefree” air. Dream it intro
duced formally, but is “saved” by excel
lent clarinet and piano solos in respectful 
ballad form Troubles is an example of 
segmented conception, as LaPorta seems 
to plod from phrase to phrase. Keller’s 
Dirge (in memory of Tommy Dorsey) is

that 
nor

Trjmpeiei Hackett trombonist 
Teagarden < others -incl Billy Bauer 

Ernie Cacrm In smoothly integrated 
\trrion* of tunes lik* hdicw.

*3 Wonderful * Found A Mew Baby T9S5

Backed by Ellington, 
May Herman -the big. 
exciting beat of 7 top 

d.uiniaers: Buddy Rich. 
I I ruis Bellson Chuck 

Flor» «lave Bl.ick.
Alvin Stoller, Stan 
Levey. Irv Cottier. 

In rousing hi-fi I 
T»26

John LaPorta
mt uiHisn arti-rut oi ions u- 

FORTA—.Faotaey ISAO. Sonata la f Minar /or 
Clarinet ma Plena, Opa, ISO, Na. I (Brahmi) t

tuse or sc oblique 
continuity is lost, 
follow.

For instance, on

▼HI 4 WWKSHMKN
An all-star Latin 
rhythm section, 
keyed by Shelly 
Manne, forms the 
backdrop for an

I twi r ...r ng nt
Latin flavored

■KM tuner Pete RugoloVWI tacks T922

In this LP, LaPorta sets a precedent 
I wholeheartedly support I cannot recall 
another LP equally divided between classi
cal and jazz performances .ind I find such 
an effort a laudable one I say this be
cause I believe that there is much to be 
gained from a simultaneous consideration 
of the two approaches to music. Also, in 
purely commercial terms. I feel that such 
effort* may well assist in bringing together 
the two audiences and immeasurably in
crease interest, in a kind of criss-cross 
pattern in both forms.

The Brahms sonata is performed furi- 
otislv by LaPorta and Miu Carno, with 
the instrument* employed in complemen
tary roles instead of a darinet-with-piano 
accompaniment format. I do not intend 
to present an appropriately elaborate eval
uation of the performance here, due to 
space and personal limitations.

The jazz side of the coin is marred by 
a tenseness that seems to restrict the per
formance? The material is played force
fully, but is somewhat rigidly hammered 
out.

According to LaPorta. “We were trying 
for that period in jazz—a period repre
sented by the Benny Goodman trio—in

Ithe late, late show 
DAKOTA STATON 
la the album

I that- causing all 
the stir among 
Jazz lovers, dy- 
umle Dakota 
runs the gair.'it 
from blues to

| swing« -i in sudi .Bigl 
tunes as Ain’t Me

। Vie Trust Fn Me.
Broadwai)

Xado<i fririrk
Since comparisons of the 

MJQ will be made because

Rendezvous 
with 

Kenton
Stan’s tack where it 

an begani Recorded at 
Balboa's Rendezvous! 

Hullroom, the« inging 
danct cersioM of ;uiJi 

nandardk as Love Letse'il 
High On A Windy HUI 
feature top aoloiata like

N.ehaur Pritlm. Noto T9321

CHANGE OF SCENERY 
ETHEL ENNIS

Sonetlung new under ihe 
vocal sun I The remark- i 
able voice of a voung and I 
»Ton lkhe l performer tn 1
■uch favorite« as My Fool- 
i»h Heart, I Still Get A 
Thrill, I Cried For You. 
Backing by Nest Hef»

TM1

Teo Macero - Prentigc Jazz Quartet
TEO—Proatipa 7104: Chait Stnrri Ptean 

Unn’t Co Nate, /war Springt Star treu Peledr, 
RheTt Nat.

Dman Dirge far Darter l Between tha Darti 
and tha Deep Dina Soo.

Finuud: Fra A 1 toldo HoeJ^iohn La Part,, 
clarinet. and Zita Camo, piano Tracks S-k (aide 
IWO >—Importa, clarine*. look Koller, piano i
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Dave Pell

FLUTE SOUFFLE

DOWN KAT

FLUTE SOUFFLE it a ligM. fatty dish that t 
being enjoyed by • lot of ¡en gourmets. 
Herbie Menn end Bobby Jasper both dou
ble on flute and tenor and the result is a 
sensitive, »winging album. Joe Fuma pro-

R-«tag. 4rAr*%
Although limited by the number and 

range of instruments in the group, Sal
vador manages to salute bands and im 
groups on the current scene with imagi
nation, and quite often with flashes of 
the flavor of the object of the tribute.

For instance, the piano-guitar interplay 
in Walkin' Shoes has the fed of the Mul
ligan-other horn blend. Solos for Guitar 
is not a tribute to Salvador himself, hut 
rather to arranger George Roumanis, who 
produced the sessions and arranged all the 
other tributes.

Costa lopes through Four Brothen. 
somehow making his piano solo lound 
like that of several successive horns. 
Monk's tribute, Ruby, My Dear, doesn't 
capture the feel of Thelonious, but i»» 
probably because no one but Monk could 
rapture mat feel Costa romps on vibes 
on Yardbird, and Salvador throughout 
shows a growing decisiveness and fluidity 
in his playing. (D.G.)

This subdued collection of Pate origi
nals makes an interesting showcase for the 
talents of the bassist’s trio augmented by 
flute, vibes, and guitar.

Only possible excuse for the album's 
title is the cover color picture of a college 
building, a snappy Jaguar, and a half
dozen “clean cut, all-American” type col
legians. The juvenile liner notes pathetical
ly strive to justify the gimmick, presumably 
in a pitch to the school set; a hopelessly 
contrived botch is the result

There’s a feeling of almost total bland
ness to this album, deviated from only in 
the solo work of guitarist Wvnne and pian
ist Morris. The frequent flashes of excite
ment in the former’s work indicate a bent 
for romping in the Christian-Kessel tra
dition. In a more stimulating context, per
haps, Wynne’s earthy style could be set 
off to much better advantage

Nita, a Latin opus with too much stress 
on Fournier’s tom-toms, is primarily a 
vehicle for Druss’ facile flute. His Esy 
Morales approach doesn’t quite come off, 
however, though his technique, tone and 
phrasing are on a superior professional 
level

Much of the album, indeed, conveys a 
similarity of approach to some of the work 
Buddy Collette has been doing on the 
west coast. The serenely stated Karen. 
for example, is an ideal ballad for Druss’ 
relaxed playing, inviting comparison with 
Collette.

What jazz interest there is here may be 
found in the three blues originals, Ivy 
Leaguer, Que Jay (dedicated to Quincy 
Jones), and Soulful Delight. All have 
ample opportunity to solo and trade fours, 
with top honors going to guitar, piano and 
vibes. Vibist Stepney displays considerable 
facility and modern conception but lacks 
the authority that could really spark his 
playing.

Contributing to the overall listlessness is 
the occasionally dragging time, noticeable 
in Currant and Soulful Pate, however, 
holds his own both in rhythm section and 
well played choruses, especially in Soulful.

Ex-Stuff Smith guitarist Wynne, on the 
basis of his work here, should look forward 
to a wailing future (J.AT )

FerMBBai Dave F«1L Imari JarA Mialiina. 
«rampali Bab Barga» (track* 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9) 
aad Ray Slata (traaka S 5, 7). womboM« Fap-

JAZZ COES IVY LEAGVF—Ki»g $611 *«•« 
IHaat for fka Ivy Leaguer; Quo for; Currant 
falls i Karaa < Seal ful Delighl.

Perta and Jehaaia Pair, baaat Imay Dru». 
Ratal Charla* Stapaay, vibaai Wllbar Wynnr. 
paitar« Floyd Monte, ptaani Veraal Faarater,

À FELL OF A TIME—HCA Vietar LFM-lSSli 
laet Gnat to Siwmbt Vaca Hla«»i Gray Flannel I 
Ineel Bye*; C Tune; Sandy Sheet; Cernee; levo

Sal Salvador
A TRIBUTE TO THE CRESTS — tteihlchm 

HCP-74« Irti »try ta RAytAm« Tape Hiller; Fro. 
lude to a Kitt; Walking Shoot; Solo, for Cai- 
lori Four RrofAarei In Your Own Sweat Fay,

1 HAD THE CRAZTEST OREAM—Capital TWS: 
I Bad ehe Crettotl Drea»; Tba Fay Taa Leek 
Tonightt Xop’t Draant- Time ifter Time; Hy 
Huri Belangt to Daddy; Jäte Fagaar« Ob ihr 
Caad SAip lellypop; (tetreude Datei People in 
Levo; Star I rat

Fareamal: Fall, lener eaa, Dan Fagaagalti. 
trompet« Rob Gardan I «rächt 1. S. 6 7, IO» 
md Rami« Lang (trecke 1, 9. 4. R. 9). bart 
tana« Ray State. Iraacbaaa, Jack SperliBS, drum*«

If anything, these LPs, cut over a pe
riod of two yean, show a gradual emer
gence of Pell’s elastic form: concise enough 
for dances, yet expandable enough for some 
concert or club-type blowing

The importance of Dave’s position in 
jazz came home to me recently when a 
friend asked me to buy him some arrange
ments to hold a small group until the writ
ers in it could build their own library. 
Of all the stocks I was able to purchase, 
I’m told the Pell pieces are most adaptable 
for what the group is trying to do; play 
jazz for dancing as well as listening

And that’s how it is on these two LPi 
Five tunes on the Capitol set were cut 
back in 1955, a few months before Bob 
Gordon died, and they are cool and tather 
tight. The title tune spots some fine Gor
don baritone Bill Holman’s The Way You 
Look Tonight (cut in 1957) swings from 
note one. Shorty’s Jatt Wagner is dullish, 
but Lollypop is bright. Ray Sims sparkles 
on Star Eyes, and Paul Smith is the smart
est sound on an otherwise ordinary Nap’i 
Dream

The Victor set is another story, also 
with its highs and lows With only nine 
tracks, arrangers Paich, Holman, Moer, 
and Jack Montrose were able to spread 
out a bit. Most remarkable track is the 
raffish Flannel by Paich. with its catchy 
theme and some Rood variations by the 
soloists. Angel Eyes sets a mood of somber 
blue, with contributions in keeping with 
the decor by Pell, Sheldon, and Burgess 
Sheldon makes it in Sandy Shoes, and the 
ensemble has a ball with a spirited Them 
There Eyes. The other tracks fall into a 
gene:rally-good-but-lacking-something cate
gory This one is worth the purchase for 
Flannel and Angel Eyes alone.

Whoever titled the Victor set needs help 
.. . now. (D.G.)

ANY 
OLD 
TIME 
ARTIE 
SHAW
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NOTE 1520
TO A KISS. 
HOROSCOPE

SILVERWARE DAY IN DAY OUT
Compta*» Catalog m Roqaost

BLUE NOTE RECORDS
47 Wes* «3rd $«., New York 23

HORACE SILVER TRIO 
Art Blakey—Saba.

BLUE
SAFARI. ECAROH, PRELUDE 
MESSAGE FROM KENYA, _____________
YEAH HOW ABOUT YOU I REMEMBER YOU,
OPUS DE FUNK NOTHING BUT THE SOUL,

Ammon» will» Jackie McLean Kenny Burrell, 
Idrees Sulieman, Mal Waldron, Paul Chambon 
Art Taylor

— Hot>,l«h«m 
a Millar, Fra
Solo» jo- Cai- 
w Semai V«y| 
Sy«,. y.rdWrd

Jimmy Smita

Haak iaaari U«l* «aFa<W». faltar i
HORACE SILVER SETS THE PACE
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u

u
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If 1 m correct, this is Smith’s sixth LP

Che results are pleasant, generally ipenk-

The Styling« ef Silver 
HORACE SILVER QUINTET

BLUE NOTE 1562 
with Art Farmer, Hank Mobley, Teddy 
Katlek, Loais Hayes.
NO SMOKIN', THE BACK BEAT, SOULVILLL 
HOME CciokIn* METAMORPHOSIS M* ONE 
AND ONLY LOVE.______________

Sil Pieces of Silver
HORACE SILVER QUINTET

BLUE NOTE 1539 
with Donald Byrd, Hank Mobley, 
Doug Watkin», Lani» Hayes.
COOL EYES SHIRL, CAM UKAGE, SENOR 
BLUES, VIRGO, FOR HEAVEN «. SAKE

HORACE SILVER JAZZ MESSENGERS 
with Keany Dorham, Henk Mobley, 
Doug Watkins. Ar* Blakny.

BLUE NOTE 1518 
ROOM MB. CREEPIN- IN SYOP YIME TO 
WHOM ,Y MAY CONCERN. HIPPY THE 
PRE*CHER HANKERIN DOODL'N

ing Donaldson plays with Bird-driven 
force; it’s good to hear his voice. Byrd 
shows some signs of wear, in terms of 
his record date schedule, but manages to 
play creatively most of the time. Mobley’s 
pl.iving here makes more sense for me 
than several of his past performances 
McFadden’s warmth manages to penetrate 
the organ-plus-horns wall. And Blakey, be
lieve it or not, churns without overflowing

Smith flutters and wows his way. Song 
occupies side one. Sentimental, a relatively 
brief track, and Date, consume side two 
On Song, Smith contributes a pulsating 
walking bass line; that’s a literal definition. 
He and Donaldson combine on Sentiment
al, with the other horns remaining poised 
for Date, Sentimental, by the way, is 
taken at an honest-to-goodneu ballad tem
po. Mobley's Date is a return to up-tempo 
It marks a new degree of expediency in 
blowing session presentations—there is no 
statement of the theme by unison horns 
to open the track; Donaldson merely be
gins. A brief unison close is thrown in, 
however, to pacify those who need some 
sort of thematic orientation.

Smith makes the most of the Hammond, 
which has a kind of enveloping bais 
gurgle. The sound of the instrument often 
overcomes Blakey’s efforts, which is unqual
ified testimony in behalf of the strength 
of the instrument. As a jazz creator, and 
a meaningful one, Smith u hampered by 
the oppressive sound of the instrument. 
I’d like to hear him play piano.

I’d like to see a trifle more organiza
tion in session» of this nature, too. It seems 
to me that one can plan a record date 
without inhibiting the participants. But, 
in its own term«, this is a reasonably cook
ing meeting of modern minds. (D.G.)

Swing is fit« thing in thh group 
of "finger poppin' " albums 

by a great tenor men

GENE AMMONS Hl Fl JAM SESSION YOM
Ammon» with Art Fermar, Jackie McLean, 
vandido Addito» Former Duke Jordon, Ari 
Teylor
GENE AMMONS ALL STAR SESSIONS 1080
Ammoni with Sonny Stitt, Ari Former Lou 
Donoldion

JAMMIN' WITH GENE INS
Ammoni with Art Ferme» Donald lyrd, 
* " ' ■ * * -u-.x.. - Watkin»,Jackie McLean, Mal Waldron. Doug 
Art Taylor

FUNKY (A GENf AMMONS HI R 
JAM SESSION!
Ammon with Kenn» Surrell, Jackie 
Art Farmer, Mel Waldron Doug 
Arthur Taylor

JAMMIN* IN HI Fl
WITH GENE AMMONS
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Watkins,

Johnny Hamlin Quintet

Five of the tunes included here were 
recorded by the basic unit above at an 
cast coast blowing session. Jimmy Heath’s 
C.T.A., with Coltrane, Garland, Cham
bers, and Taylor, it from another teuion.
but was selected by 
this LP.

The musicianship 
quality here, which

Taylor to complete

is generally of top 
makes this LP an

appealing one. Rouse and Byrd are par
ticularly effective and McLean is char
acteristically furious The rhythm aections 
are excellent, too. Coltrane’s track ia not

Lone Play and 45 Economy Packafo

The Johmtj Hamlin Quintet bring* • eubtle 
new Jazz treatment ta a dozen groat tunea, 
including Sweet aim Laval».' 'Ohl Look at 
He Now,” and “You Stepped Out of a Dream,
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THE JAZZ MAKERN—Celiatala <X 1OM| Sa-

'aa SA» (Duka El.

< Mille Holiday» i Blae« ta r-*kn«r Miaor (Teddy

SONNY ItEBMAN JAM SESSION . 1946—Em. 
latta ESASSt Dewa talk Uph Ci roto—I Hoggi.

MODERN JAZZ PIANO r IOII VIEWv-Ge 
dea CAL384« 4U God’« ChtUaa Cat «kytka

Companion piece to the Nat Hentoff- 
Nat Shapiro book of the same name,

Recoupling of now out-of-print 10-inch 
LP notable for Ringt, Jiva, Stomp, and 
the feel of the big band era.

SMOKE RINGS — Dm> Dt 8576:

Jazz Reissues
MOOD IN BLUE—Uraala UJ-lSO9i TU Striag 

Aleap talk Year A Haadrod V

SATUBDAY NIGHT SWING SESSION—Ceaawr- 
petal CPT-S49: Larari HoaoyaaoHa Katai Hou 
High tke Moral flip aad Jasa« High aa aa Opra

Sailor (»1 Batderbeeke) i B—hta' Iha Baa 
(Bark aaylea). Tip Bia— (Lea CcIIImIi 
Bablitahhi (Ziggy Il was ( Peekta' (Harry Jaam.

Makart u a valuable collation of colle

NEXT DOWN BEAT 

ON SALE 

MARCH 6

top level Coltrane, but is reasonably sat 
isfying.

Although this session can be termed a 
“blowing session,” several of the charts 
are more than excuses for solos.

This is particularly true in the case of 
the two Thelonious Monk charts—Minor 
and Needn’t. Monk supplied the arrange
ments and supervised the recording of the 
two tunes, with satisfying results. The 
performances of the Monk tunes are the 
high points of the set.

As Ira Gitler points out in the liner 
notes, “Taylor’s Waiters live up to their 
name.” I agree. (D.G.)

Jack Teagarden, Coleman Hawkins, 
Lucky Thompson, Ernie Royal, and Willie 
(The LionJ Smith, are featured here, with 
Smith’s Through for the Dog a fine per
formance. Tea’s sides are characteristically 
good, as are Hawk’s. Good Royal, too, 
and Thompson Worthwhile

CAL-MM:

Sound quite good considering recording 
conditions. Don Lamond, Serge Chaloff, 
Al Cohn, Ralph Burns, Earl Swope, Ed 
Safranski also heard. Flashes of great 
Berman.

JIVIN’

Hamp wailing with such as Ziggy El
man, Gene Krupa, Harry James, Buster 
Bailey, Johnny Hodges, Jonah Jones, Vido 
Musso, Chu Berry, and others in swinging 
sides from 1937-’39. Worthwhile.

Culled from WNEW’s show of the same 
name, these spot Roy Eldridge, Flip Phil
lips, Specs Powell, Mel Torme (playing 
drums), Fats Navarro, Charlie Ventura, 
Allan Eager, Bill Harris, Ralph Burns. 
Chubby Jackson, Buddy Rich, and others. 
Sound is good, performances good to ex
cellent; recorded March, 1947. Valuable. 

items, including Lester Young’s first re
corded solo (Shoe Shine Boy) and bum 
long unavailable tracks. Sound is good. 
Recommended.

THE ANATOMY OF IMPROVISATION—V«— 
MG V-8330: Jauta^a Day (Dtaay Gilleapta) I Tr^ 
pa! Biao, (GiUeapte-Bey EMri

Companion piece to Leonard Feather't 
The Book of ¡ur, the tracks have solos 
reproduced and analysed in the book 
Stands alone as good modern cross-cut, 
too.

THE CHABLIS PABKEB STOBT. Tel. 1

MCV-MMlt Tke Birdi BopaHUoat Bapatitiaa

mi CHARLIE PUKES ««TOBY, Val. 3— 
MGV-BOOSi A

Notable recoupling of variety of Parker 
material, with rhythm, string orchestras, 
in jam session, and with vocal groups. 
All culled from previously-issued Nonnas 
Grant labels. Note particularly the treat
ment in three different contexts of What 
It Thit Thing Colled Love?, once in each 
album. Recommended.

Fine collection of jazz piano by Man 
Lou Williams (tracks 1, 5, 9, 11); Errol 
Garner (tracks 2, 6, 7, 10); Lennie Tris
tano (track 3) and Art Tatum (tracks 4, 
8, 12). Sound is good. Tristano still a- 
cites. Tatum's are golden. Garner’s lyrical, 
leu stylized. Mary Lou’s fine.

EARLY AUTUMN—Varea MGV-MMOi lata

Lively collection of Herman and Dolly 
Houston vocals, stemming largely fron 
Third Herd of Mars Records era. Many 
tracks from Mars Goat Native LP, now 
out of print. Sound good.

(Wta«y M,.«»), Vaa OHoaa, Shoal <EM 
Oliveri, That Da Da Strata (Maupar Spaatarlt 
Tket’a a Serie a, Thiag (Jaak TeagatAMl.

Handsome collection of fine brassmta 
from varying era»- Sound generally good. 
Set includes several collector’s items foot 
unavailable. Jazz find at 1.98. Roco®- 
mended

DOWN BEAT
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**.give* you better high*. ..better low*..« 
better sound all around! Saves your tape 
recorder, too—because the Irish ferbo- 
sheen process results in smoother tape 
...tape that can’t sand down your mag* 
netic heads or shed oxide powder into your 
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape!
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Eddie Heywood's unique keyboard 
pattern!» and restless, driving rhythms 
find full expression in this rich collec 
tion of show-tunes, standards, and 
Heywood originals. On Ling Play.

® RTAVtcrOR @

I To bassist Red Mitchell, a high
fidelity rig is more than mere means 
for listening to music, it is a definite

mo by Man 
I, 11); Erroll 
Lennie Tn» 
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than the less expensive Ampexes.”
An unusual purpose for which he 

employs the recorder is setting the 
sound posts on his two basses by the 
reaction of needle on the recorder’s 
VU decibel meter “Particularly for 
recording,” he explains, “it’s very 
necessary that a bass’ notes be evened 
out, otherwise the engineer is liable to 
set the mike to your most penetrating 
notes and lose the less prominent 
Both my fiddles record much better 
than ever before because of this prac
tice of setting the posts by the meter 
needle.”

Thus far, Red’s tape library is small. 
“One way of building it, however, is 
by taping music from television broad
casts. You’d be surprised how good 
the quality is." He put a seven inch 
reel on the machine. “This is a tape of 
a recent Stars of Jazz show, when Le
roy Vinnegar was on. Now, I’m going 
to play this through both the big

in the 
sound 
of the 

year
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* (Harry J»a* 
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Crown tape deck (Imperial 
model) ; three speed with half
track head.

Heathkit pieamp and William
son Heathkit power amplifier with 
25-watt output.

Bogen variable speed turntable 
with Rogen tonearm and GE cart
ridge.

Jensen 12-inch speaker in Carl
son horn enclosure.

Electrovoice ‘Slimaire* mike 
Model 636.

Vila»),

«d Feather*! 
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ORRsdlo Industrial Inc., Opelika, Alabama 
£jrj»*r Moa-Maa Bxw ting Corp., Nny»rk,N. Y. 
C«>mdo AUm Radio Corp , Ltd., raranto, Ontario

career as music teacher.
“I’ve had the Crown machine for 

about three months now,” he says. 
“Really don’t know how I got along 
without it before. For teaching, espe
cially, it’s just fine. As a general rule, 
I accompany on piano while my 
students play bass. We tape the 
whole thing. When we’re through 
with a lesson, I hardly have to say 
anything to the student; just play 
back the tape and let him hear his 
own work.”

The Crown recorder is the nerve 
center of Red’s music system He 
considers it on par with any other 
professional model in its particular
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Here's the best reason 
why you should use

That's only one good reason 
why you should use

Leonard Feather 
makes hts tape recordings or.

It's the best engineered tape 
in the world ...
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□ Win
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□ Mistier, Analysis at Music
□ HARMONY
□ Trampet 
□ Advanced Cinpisitiw

Send for catalog of Count Arnouno*™»>•* 
Check tubjvri ef meet intert*l Wow, Receive 
free sample leseon. Write today.

Crown built-in

Rut if you’re taten . . 
dietance of the TOP . . .
yew aimT
Be coached «n technique«

" and II Miter Crarses. Send far Catalafl.
I Name____________________________Age___

'SERUM? Heck, we thought 
it was our order of

JENSEN NEEDLES arriving.'1

. . . conveniently . . . tackle the weak spola 
in your perforiuanui Develop that unmwtak- 
*i>l« «parkte of flawleu perfection . .. witea

Helen Ward and "Peanuts" Hucko 
and His Orchestra in a blissful 
wedding of great jazz talents...

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
* CONSERVATORY
I Bepf !J54 HH 1 NMHflM, CMcafla 1«

MODERN MUSIC 
»27 N. KINGSHtGHWAT 
5T. LOUIS B. MO . U.S A-

tUndamentals . broadened in musical the
ory and history. It's the way ahead!
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Sarah Vaughan at Mr. Xe'ly's 
Shorty Rogers/Portrait of Shorty 

12" LP« $«.VB aeck

Couni Ease Cnxh Plays Hefti 
Herb Pomeroy Orth.................... 
Stan Getz In Stockholm...........
Herbie Man* /Magic Flute ...

Send 'o. FREE Catali

What 
Makes

win over mon audience

InveiHftft BEC Unset Trnlainfl raw.

GIANT 12»’ SAU — 5 Ite"' »O» NEW LIST 
Il JO DepotH ea C O.D Orders

U.S. Servicem«« Ovenaas — FIom« Send Pay
ment With Order. The Po«t Off« will not per
mit C O.D.'i to APO or FPO addreun

J Lee MoroanZThe Cooker B.N
John Coltrane/Blut Train.............. ,.B.N.

, Sonny Rollin* at The Village Vanguard . B.N.
. Sonny Rolllns/Tour de Fore«...................... PRE?
; »UW» Lateef/Sound cl Vusef.. .PRES.
, Rollins. Mam. Jaspa-ZBIues For Tomorrow.RIV.

FREE LPs ON ORDERS OP Sit OR MORI 
1 Bob Brookmeyer rn Ph>| Wood« 

ON $10 ORDER 1 FREE 
ON SIS ORDER BOTH FREE 

12" Lite S3 M «ocb
Jackie & Roy/Free and Easy ABC
Dave Rimbert S■nge-s/Song- of Basle ABC 
Gerry Mulligan/Jazz Concerts Grosso ,.. .ABC 
Th« New Billy Taylor Trio..............................ABC
Oscar Pettiford Orth In HiFi, Vol. 2. ABC 

, Dave Brube «/Dave Dig* D'vwv . COL.
Jazz Grea*- of Our Time Vol 2 

tea1 Shelly, Mar.am Ardoll, etc Cot

speaker Dig the quality.”
As the tape played through both 

speakers, the reproduction was indeed 
surprising. The combination is quite 
successful because the Crown speaker 
has excellent mid-range response, 
while the Jensen 12-inch is faithful 
to the lows and highs.

“Actually, I’m not happy with the 
big speaker and enclosure. See, it’s 
really a mismatch: 12-inch speaker in 
a 15-inch enclosure It doesn’t quite 
make it. What I’ll finally end up with 
is an AR-1 speaker with Dynakit 
power amp.. Not that there’s anything 
wrong with the Heathkit, but the 
AR-1 requires 50 clean watts to run 
it and the Dynakit’s got that much 
boost

“The enclosure, as you may guess, 
is—or was—a do-it-yourself kit. Well, 
I assembled it okay,” he laughed, “but 
I fall down when it comes to finishing 
furniture.”

Mitchell, a onetime student of elec
trical engineering, today has decidedly 
pronounced views on the purpose of 
high-fidelity equipment in the home

“Through the years,” he confesses, 
“my interest in audio equipment has 
lessened from a technical point of 
view. Now, I guess you could sum up 
my attitude as, ’the best sound for 
the least cost.’ I don’t at all go for 
these super rigs that run into several 
thousand dollars. I’m only interested 
in high-fidelity sound when the com
ponents are within reach financially. 
The AR-1, for example, which I con
sider the finest speaker for the price 
on the market, costs only around *200 
True, its limitation is that it only 
reaches to about 14,000 cycles; but, 
that’ all you get on records anyway.

Lately, Red has taken to assembling 
hifi rigs for friends. In faithful keep
ing with the dictum, ‘the best sound 
for the least cost,’ he reports the suc
cessful assembly of highly adequate 
high-fidelity rigs “. . . for less than 
$100.” —tynan

Helen Ward
and the New Big Band ot

“Peanuts" Hucko
With a Little Bit of
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stereo tapes 
_______________________ By Jack Tracy 

I Capitol has moved into the stereo 
tape field, and among the firm’s first 
releases are a couple of real interest 
to jazz fans. Kenton in Hi-Fi (ZD- 
10), comprising eight remakes of Stan 
standards, fairly crackles with author
ity, though I hear an occasional thin
ness of sound that certainly could not 
have been present in a band made up 
of six trumpets (including Maynard 
Ferguson and Pete Candoli), five 
trombones (Milt Bemhart and Carl 
Fontana among them); six saxes 
(Vido Musso rejoined Stan for this 
date), and five rhythm. It could be 
that the engineer got knob-happy and 
didn’t let the band set its own dy
namics.

Unison Riff stands up very well 
over the years as a composition and 
as a Kenton vehicle; Peanut Vendor’s 
shrieking dissonances are still exciting; 
Artistry in Boogie is imaginative treat
ment of an old subject and the most 
roaring track of the date. An added 
word, too, for Mel Lewis’ excellent 
drumming. He is a sturdy one.

Another Capitol big band date is 
Johnny Richards’ Wide Range (ZC- 
16), which offers nine tracks from 
Johnny’s recent LP. It is a band of 
many sounds and moods, and though 
to me it lacks some of the loose un- 
inhibitiveness I like to hear in large 
orchestras, there is much to be noted 
here, including such sterling jazz solo
ists as pianist Hank Jones, trumpeter 
Doug Mettome, altoist Gene Quill, 
and bone men Jimmy Cleveland and 
Frank Rehak.

I prefer the recording job to the 
one done on Kenton. There is more 
body and round big band sound to 
it, and a pickup of the highs that 
makes the brasses snap, crackle, and 
pop. Among the performances: Walk
in’; Stockholm Sweetnin’; The Near
ness of You; Young at Heart, and a 
flashing Cimarron.

Vol. 2 of Jazz at Stereoville has 
been issued by Concert Hall Society 
(EX-50) and it is just as welcome as 
the first Cootie Williams, Rex Stew
art, Coleman Hawkins, Bud Freeman, 
Lawrence Brown, J. C. Higginboth
am, and a rhythm section of Hank 
Jones, Billy Bauer, Milt Hinton, 
and Gus Johnson make up a com
patible and blowing group of gentle
men, and the spirit is heightened by 
placing three of the horns at the left 
channel, three at the right, and let
ting them argue it out solowise.

They do four tunes—I Gotta Right 
to Sing the Blue#; Walkin’ My Baby 
Back Home; When Your Lover Has

Tision in sound.

tandberg

plus everything else you would 
want in a complete tape system

Designed for the highest of reproduc
tion standards ... Scandinavia Styled 
from fine grain mahogany.

STEREO 3-Speed Tape Phonograph and 
Tape Recorder - Tandberg Model 3- 
Stereo-for at home listening pleasure 
... or conveniently portable in luxury- 
styled luggage type carrying case for 
traveling enjoyment.

For the finest in sound reproduction, 
two extremely well-balanced power 
playback amplifiers are built-in with 
such efficiency of design that the dis
tortion of each amplifier is under 1%. 
A specially manufactured in-line stereo 
head, unique in design and construe 
tion, provides a clarity of reproduction 
and a range of response heretofore 
unattainable.
The model 3-Stereo weighs 27 pounds, 
and is priced at $369.50. complete with 
microphone and carryinf case.

Heer and See the Tandberg Stereo Trio 
or write for full information te:

stereo-trio
a complete home music system- 
perfectly matched
The Tandberg stereo-trio including model 
3-Stereo recorder/reproducer and two per
fectly matched 266 speaker systems fur
niture styled by Scandinavian craftsman in 
the same fine grain mahogany as the model 
3-Stereo cabinet. Comparable to the finest 
— at almost half the price. $469.95.
3-Spe«d Versatility — Records half track ... 
plays back haH-track, full track and stereo
phonic tapes. Frequency response at IVi l.p.s. 
is within ±2 OB «rom 30 to 17,000 cycles 
(± DB from 50 to 10,000 cycles).

Il L UM 9-, Hew Tart 11, N.T.
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□ Heavy paper bound edition fl.OO
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Vinnie Fano is on trumpet; John 
Williams, piano; Norman, trombone; 
Gus Moss, tenor; Al Simi, bass, and 
Bill Ladley, drums, and it’s a free- 
blowing date that doesn’t hold inter
est for long. Eight tunes are included, 
among them Evelina, Star Eyes, and 
Everything Happens to Me, but aside 
from a few bits of solos that hang 
together well, there’s not enough here 
to warrant the price tapes cost in 
these times.

Herbie’s Room (CRT-2) was re
corded live in the club of the same 
name in Miami Brock’s trio includes 
bassist Brooks Caperton and drum
mer Bill Ladley. Herbie plays cleanly 
and with agility, usually stating the 
melody broadly, then right-handing 
his single-note solos compactly with a 
light touch. It’s all quite pleasant, 
though I havf re nervations about such 
items as a 10J4-minute Funny Val
entine rhapsody. I got bored, frankly. 
The tracks like Jim and Andy, Doxy. 
and Foggy Day were more to my 
liking.

MAIL 
TODAY!

uor 
umi

mu 
ten

are: 
is a 
ests

A* a Network Record Selector for the NBC Trteviuuu 
Network and a record reviewer for the La» Angele« 
Sent-nel newspaper, I can think of no book which would 
be of more value to me than the "Dow. Beat Jui Record 
Review»", I am enclosing a buck for the Volume.

Down Beat Magazine 
Chicago 14. 111.

Dear Sir«:

The first (CRT-1) is a well-rc- 
hearsed, swinging group with good 
soloists, good sound, and some excel
lent charts by Norman. Most of the 
men are capable and experienced 
musicians and they’re a pleasure to 
hear. Four Norman originals, includ
ing a well-conceived, up-tempo blues 
called Saturday Comes ’Round, and 
Don’t Blame Me, Blue Moon, and If 
1 Should Lose You make up the set.

The second date (CRT-3) doesn’t

JUST AS UP AND COMING GUITARISTS 

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY CHOOSE GIBSON 

FOR THEIR GUITAR SO DOES POPULAR B«MO 

PALMIER WHO RECOMMENDS THAT YOU SEE 

THE MAGNIFICENT GIBSON UNE AT YOUR 

LOCAL DEALER.

Limited 
De luxe Edition 

only $2.50

Gone, and I Knew You When—and 
though there are worthwhile moments 
on each, I was most impressed with 
Lover, on which Freeman and Haw
kins both take extended and moving 
solos.

Jimmy Rushing can be heard wail
ing the blues on a couple of Van
guard tapes these days—If This Ain’t 
the Blues (VRT 3005) and rhe Blues 
(VRT 3008). The recording is su
perb (but I found it necessary to kick 
up the volume apprec iably higher on 
the left channel) and so is Jimmy 
on such fare as Sometimes I Think 
I Do, Pennies from Heaven, and 1 
Can’t Understand on the first, and 
Dinah and Oh Love on the second.

Jazz recording has established a 
little beachhead in Miami, if thiee 
releases by the newly-formed Criteria 
Co. are any indication. The tapes are 
Gold Coast Jazz Vols. 1 and 2 and 
Herbie’s Room, featuring the Herbie 
Brock trio.

The first two feature groups led 
by trombonist-arranger Lon Norman 
—an octet and a sextet.

Best Wiahrs for Continued ^uccaa, 

Stanley Robertson 
N.B.C.
Lo« AngMn 2b. Calif

ANOTHER POPUIAR GUITARIST IN THE

RECORD REVIEWS
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Bill s Collection

By Leonard Feather
| One of the pleasanter recollections among my Blindfold Tests 
memories is an mterview conducted three years ago with Bill 
Russo, who spoke so absorbingly and at such length that the test 
had to be published in two installments.

Bom June 25, 1928, a Chicago schoolmate of Lee Konitz and 
a Tristano disciple for several years before Lennie* moved east, 
Bill is an extraordinarily well-informed individual in diverse 
areas. He has the felicitously stimulating personality of one who 
is always an intellectual but never an intellectual snob. His inter
ests have led him to compose music for a ballet (The World of 
Alcina on Atlantic) and to flex his critical muscles, writing on 
jazz for Down Beat and on classical music for the Saturday Re
view. In recent months he has made his home in Manhattan.

Knowing how sharp Bill’s ear it, I played a couple of records 
that seemed likely to fool him However, as is always the case 
with the Blindfold Test, the opinions were more important than 
the guessing game. Bill was given no information at all, before 
or during the test, about the records played.
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Th« Records
I. Cherie* Mingui Reincarnation of a Love

bird (Atlantic). Curti* Porter. alto tax; 
Jimmy Knepper, trombone.

A v cry lovely main theme. The 
blend of the octaves between alto and 
trombone was quite good most of the 
time. . . The use of the high register 
between the two was a little harsh. 
The trombone particularly demon
strated remarkable ability in playing 
a line which c overed more than two 
octaves. The record was too long . . 
Its length went beyond what its me
lodic content required. The introduc
tion was interesting. . . A couple of 
the sounds were good—a little too 
chaotic for my taste.

On the whole, the harshness and 
the cruelty implicit in a large portion 
of the music was distasteful to me. 
It’s, I imagine, Charles Mingus. I 
would say two stars. . . I’d say the 
bass was marvelous.
2. Dave Pell. The Way You Look Tonight 

Capitol). Pell, tenor tax; Don Fagerquitt, 
trumpet; Tony Rini, guitar; Bill Holman,
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I enjoyed the tenor playing very 
much I suspect it was a west coast 
tenor player—it might have been Bill 
Perkins. The blend between the horns 
was very good, although the trumpet 
player had that flat, toneless quality 
on some of the lead passages. The 
trumpet solo I found offensive, as 1 
do most solos by guys who play like 
that . . . thick articulation and that 
sudden popping up to a note really 
beyond the curve of the melody’s in
clination. The opening chorus with 
the use of the guitar as one of the 
instruments was very hackneyed. particularly care for the trombone

On the whole it was bright and solo. I’d rate this two stars again, for 
cheerful—rather slick. I do object to entirely different reasons.

one thing, and that is the 
people seem to have nowadays to add 
syncopation to prove that it’s jazz. 
You know, it’s going along very nicely 
in a legato quality which fits, and 
suddenly that’s contrasted to a dotted 
quarter on the up-beat of one, to 
prove that it still connects with the 
jazz world. . . I never feel this need 
to prove one’s jazz reference.

I'll bet it was Bill Holman’s ar
rangement. . . I always kid him about 
the way he puts in those Indian back
ground calls. Give this two stars.
3. Count Batie. Magic (ARS). Marshall 

Royal, alto *ax; Bill Hughe*, trombone.

I presume that’s a Basic band 
Even if it isn't, I think there’s some 
value in discussing it either as the 
Basie band or a new version of the 
Basie band. I didn’t like the hand 2j4 
years ago, when everybody was wild 
about it, and some people have come 
to agree with me since then.

This tune started off with that love
ly rhythm section sound, or an ap
proximation of it, that I’ve always 
liked, and then by the tune the horns 
came in it got that rock and roll, 
drum and bugle corps quality which 
I can’t stand. . The band is frolic
some and there’s a happy quality 
about it, but having known the old 
band, I regard this as a distortion of 
old ideas and consequently decadent.

Specifically, the use of the trumpets 
so high and some of those chords 
which 1 don’t feel those writers are 
qualified to deal with, gives a gro
tesque tone to the record I didn’t 
like the alto solo at all. . . I didn’t

B’ll Rumo

4. Stan Gait • Garry Mulligan. Anything 
Gon (Varve). Gatx, baritone tax; Mul
ligan, tenor; Sten Lavoy, drum*.

Can I hear that saxophone solo 
again? ... It has a couple of elements 
in it that make me suspect that Gerry- 
Mulligan is in it, despite the fact that 
it was hard for me to believe Mulli
gan played the solo which nailed me 
against the wall with its repeated 
notes. I didn't like any of the solos .. 
The tenoi had such an alto quality 
that I suspected it was an alto. . . 1 
feel that it’s an alto man playing ten
or. God! If I make a boo-boo on this!

. . Any way, the drummer got a won
derful right-hand sound . . . you know, 
sticks-on-cymbals sound, but like most 
drummers he continued that erratic, 
nervous rat-a-tat-lat with the snare 
drums to utterly no purpose, with no 
connection with the rest of the music. 
. . . I’ll give it one star.

Oh, boy! What is the world coming 
to? ... I don’t believe in the prin
ciple of chance in art. I believe that 
chance and experimentation can cre
ate tools to work with, but that by 
itself as an objective it’s extremely 
dangerous. It does reflect chaos in 
the world, but I expect more from 
art than that

The unison between the saxophone 
and the tuba was lovely The sound 
of the saxophones at the very begin
ning was exquisite. . . I thought the 
trombone solo went absolutely no
where, and I have the feeling that 
an additional purpose of the record 
was to demonstrate that the accor
dion has no relationship to jazz I sus-
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Leonard Feather - Dick Hymen. Bos* Pe- 
fits (Blunt in 5/4) (MGM). Oscar Petti
ford be**; Thad Jone*, trumpet. Comp.

myself on a desert island with nothing 
more than a hi-fi set and a box of Jensen

jazz—that is, taking common materi
als and for God's sake, doing some
thing with them. . . The use of 5/4 
was very imaginative. The arpeggic 
bass line I thought was a little in
significant by itself and should have 
had more accompaniment .. I thought 
the ad lib bass solo was very good. 
The trumpet player demonstrated his 
being tied down to the usual uses of 
4/4. .. I suspect this record came out 
of New York. . . The bass player could

thrce-and-a-half stars, a large portion 
of which is for effort. 1 mean that in 
a nice sense—does it sound snide?— 
1 don’t want it to.

pec t that was Teo Macero, and I’m 
sorry, because I adore the guy' One 
star.

jrtian, a 7R.
(Sona' lattar , la Don Brar, tiilurial Dapart- 

aaant. 2001 Calumai In, Chi rogo 16, IU.)

needle*, there is one album which would 
make rensc out of the whole acene. It‘i 
the 1949-50 aeries of reuiona headed by 
Miles Davis and reissued by Capitol under 
the title, Birth of the Cool.

Here is an album which by it* very con« 
ception was a major stride forward in the 
evolution of modern music. Parenthetically, 
it was the foundation of the “cool school," 
but even more important, it indicated a 
search for something akin to purity in 
jazz. This “something” was compounded 
of Miles' clean, dear tone, Gil Evans' 
subtlety of expression, and Johnny Carisi*i 
lean conception. There was none of the 
senaeless (and endless) blowing on change* 
that characterize* so much of the “hard 
bop” school.

Rather, there was a feeling of freedom 
within a framework. The result was that 
rare combination, a series of works dem
onstrating sense and sensitivity.

Miles’ delicate, probing sound on Rocker, 
surely one of the most unforgetable foie- 
ings on record. Add the stimulating po
lyphony of Israel and the swinging excite
ment of Move. The end product ia a 
monumental album As far as I'm ion- 
cemed, no record collector—whether on 
a desert island or on Park Ave.—can af
ford to mis* Birth of the Cool.

t, Pete Rugola. Early Duke (Mercury). Don 
Fegerquict, trumpet! comp. Rugolo

It was beautiful. . . It was Duke 
Ellington. I’m getting tired of people 
accusing music of being pretentious 
when high brass is used . . High brass 
sometimes, as in that record, realh 
shows man’s attempt to go beyond 
himself. Of course, there are indis
criminate uses, but I thought that 
was a wonderful use of a screaming 
trumpet

There are a couple of absolutely 
absurd things and I don’t know how 
there can be so much beauty and 
then some occasional silly things. . . 
But that’s been true of almost every
thing I know of Duke’s. Despite that, 
however, rather than because of it, 
the music is often very moving. I’ve 
never heard this before. . . I’ll give 
it four-and-a-half stars, and I would 
rate it the same way if it were a band 
imitating Duke Ellington

In one respect this represents what 
I’d like to see people domg more in
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MAX MARIASH—one of the most 
competent jazz and legitimate drummers in 
the business today.

A lightning fast foot—beautiful brush 
style—dynamic fills are just some of Max's 
fine capabilities executed with the unique 
Art Van Damme quintet.

Max knows that in order to get the 
very most out of his accomplishments, it's 
necessary to play the best. "100% SLIN
GERLAND for me" says Max, ana you will 
too when you see and play SLINGE'LAND 
DRUMS at your favorite dealer.

Send 10c for • glouy photo of your favorite drummer 
Seed for year FREE Sliagerian« Catalog Today!

SLINGERLAND DRUM COMPANY
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That’s the word from Kai Winding, 
as it has been from top trombonists 
for half a century.

Everyone tries, but nobody quite 
matches rhe smooth effortless slide 
action of rhe King. A King Trom
bone plays easy .
And a King plays well. In every 
register, blowing big or soft, the 
tones are right.

Why not treat yourself to that King
ly feeling? Try a King Trombone 
at your favorite music dealer’s this 
week, 2-B medium bore or 3-B 
large bore. Look for the satin-smooth 
slide (and the curved brace!) that 
tell you it’s a King. .

play with 
*the Confidence 

of Kings'

singer: she pays too much attention 
to the melodic line and lyrics to be 
put in this category."

Ulrich Lachmann, an economic stu
dent in Tubingen, Germany, com
mented, "Sinatra won two jazz polls, 
yet I never heard him sing jazz. Does 
he?" Robert Doak, of Brooklyn says, 
“Sinatra could, Crosby couldn’t, 
Woody shouldn’t, Como never will, 
Jolson never did, Sherwood shan’t."

My own answer to this question, 
liecause of my conviction that timbre 
is a prime determinant in the essence 
of jazz singing, would have included 
only Dinah Washington without qual
ification Under certain favorable cir
cumstances of materia) and accom
paniment, I would add Peggy Lee, 
Woody Herman, and Roberta Sher
wood. Mahalia Jackson, I would say, 
is an artist above category, but would 
herself be the first to deny she is a 
tazz singer. As Dan Morgenstem of 
New York City observes, “Rosetta 
Tharpe, who has occasionally crossed 
the Line, is more of a jazz singer than 
Mahalia, if not a greater singer; and 
Bessie Smith’s On Revival Day, cuts 
every gospel singer, even though it 
was a ‘mock’ spiritual." (The same 
gentleman feels that “Dinah Wash
ington has annoying mannerisms at 
limes, but she is a shouter, and fights 
bad material with jazz weapons.”)

Sinatra is a superlative pop singer, 
not a jazzman, it seems to me, polls 
or no polls.

In the following question, for which 
I named 10 rock-and-roll performers, 
only four were m the running at all. 
Joe Turner was named by 53 percent, 
Ray Charles by 38 percent. Sam The 
Man Taylor (the only strictly instru
mental artist among the 10) by 22 
percent, and Fats Domino by 17 per
cent. None of the others (Bo Diddley, 
Elvis Presley, Bill Haley, Pat Boone, 
the Teen Agers, and the Platters) 
corralled more than 3 percent apiece, 
at best, of the total vote. My feeling 
is that Bo Diddley would have done 
much better if more people knew him, 
and that the three lone votes accorded 
to Elvis Presley, whose roots have 
much in common with Joe Turner’s, 
would have been multiplied had the 
singer not been confused with the 
contortionist

The next column will deal with the 
answers to my questions about the 
best foreign jazz country and the 
merger between jazz and classical 
music.

KImi In Action «fee's by Chnrle* Stewart 
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| “What attributes qualify a per
former to be considered a jazz sing
er?” This problem evidently gave 
pause to many readers of the last 
20 questions column; their answers, 
in most instances, were serious and 
detailed.

No less than 71 percent of those 
whe answered cited the manner of 
phrasing as a jazz singer’s chief com
ponent. Hank Bredenberg of New 
Haven, Conn., pointed out that “It 
amounts to, as Andre Hodeir said, 
getting the notes in the right places.” 
Sound quality or vocal timbre was 
named by 44 percent, type of ma
terial performed by 27 percent, type 
of accompaniment used, 21 percent, 
and type of vibrato, 12 percent. In 
addition, 4 percent mentioned “soul.” 
A couple specified “beat" and, I am 
glad to say, only four of the hundreds 
of answers received considered racial 
origin to be a factor.

The dozen pop singers I named 
came out in the following order in the 
readers' estimate of their qualifica
tions as jazz singers;

Dinah Washington, 60 percent 
Frank Sinatra, 57 percent 
Woody Herman, 38 percent 
Mahalia Jackson, 34 percent 
Peggy Lee. 32 percent 
Jeri Southern, 29 percent 
Julie London, 24 percent 
Barbara Lea, 19 percent 
Roberta Sherwood, 9 percent 
Bing Crosby, 7 percent 
Al Jolson, 2)4 percent 
Perry Como, 2 percent

Frankly, after studying these per
centages, I am more mystified than 
ever about the workings of the jazz 
fan’s mind. By what possible stand
ard can there be such an enormous 
gap between Frank Sinatra, almost at 
the top of the list, and Bing and 
Como, near the bottom?

How would the 19 percent who 
voted for Barbara Lea react to the 
news that both Miss Lea and her 
husband, Bob Mantier, omitted her 
name in answering this question? 
According to Barbara, only Dinah 
Washington qualifies as a jazz singer, 
while Como, Jolson, and Sherwood 
have nothing to do with jazz: “The 
others, including myself, are not jazz 
lingers but are in varying degrees jazz 
influenced.” Mantier selected Woody, 
Jeri and Peggy, pointed out that Bar
bara can swing like mad and has a 
Riperb beat but “is rarely a jazz
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Take your pick from the following 
songs likely to cop an Oscar nomina-

filmland
By John Tynan

SCREEN SCENE: Look for a new 
system of handling music awards in 
’59’s Oscar sweepstakes.

Inflamed by the conviction they got 
a raw deal in the selection of awards 
upcoming March 26, (Down Beat, 
Feb. 20), these composers have turned 
in their cards in the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences mu
sic branch : Dr. Miklos Rozsa, Adolph 
Deutsch. Elmer Bernstein, Mario Cas- 
telnuov o-Tedesco, Bronislau Kaper, 
and Andre Previn.

Resignations of these musicians is 
indicative of general resentment with
in the music branch, long stirring 
because of dissatisfaction with the 
branch’s operation. Radical action, 
felt the membership, was sorely need
ed; hence the resignations.

Formal procedural steps to change 
the entire music setup within the 
academy will commence after this 
years’ Oscar ceremonies. Looks like 
a storm’s brewing, and the academy 
bigwigs better batten down the hatch
es afore the batons fly.

DOWN BEAT

tion: All the Way, Tammy, April 
Love, Bernardine, Wild Is the Wind, 
Affair to Remember, Ca C’est L’A- 
mour, and It’s Not for Me to Say.

Johnny Green and Sam Goldwyn 
failed to find the right phone number 
on the question of Green scoring 
Porgy and Bess (Down Beat, Feb. 20). 
So-o-o-o . . . Andre Previn’s got the 
gig. He’ll be on loanout from MGM 
for a year, which would indicate that 
Goldwyn may have more than Porgy 
in the hopper for Andre.

SHORT TAKES: Pearl Bailey will 
thesp the role of “Maria” in Porgy— 
straight drama, no singing . . . Julie 
London’s jumped on the contemporary 
wagon and formed her own produc
tion company. The first London flick 
will roll in June, we’re told . . . Juke 
Box Jamboree, Sam Katzman’s latest 
rock ‘n’ role epic, is currently shooting 
. . . Sylvia (Mrs. Danny Kaye) Fine 
is jingling The Five Pennies, which 
stars her hubby as Red Nichols, and 
will clef some music as well as acting 
as associate to the producer. Score 
is arranged, composed and conducted 
by Leith Stevens . . . It’s anybody’s 
guess at this point as to who’ll play 
Hank Williams in his upcoming 
MGM biopic. Presley is a possibility 
(between KP chores, no doubt), but

Audrey Wilhams, Hank s widow, 
wants Ferlin Husky for the part.

Sometime-novelist Artie Shaw (The 
Trouble with Cinderella) will return 
to Hollywood shortly to score Ray 
Wander’s Layover in El Paso. His old 
discs will get an airing in the screen 
version of Robert Lowry’s Pulitzer 
prize-winning short story. And 
wouldn’t a reunited Gramercy 5 fit 
in well, too?

Georgie Stoll, music director for 
M-G-M Seven Hills of Rome, ma\ 
lasoo a director’s deal with the studio 
because of his work for Mario Lanza 
in that film. Those imitations of 
Frankie Laine, Louis Armstrong, 
Perry Como and Dean Martin, skill
fully done by Lanza in the pic, 
stemmed from Stoll.

Complete Coverage Dep’t: Loath 
to miss a trick, Johnny Desmond is 
writing theme music and lyrics for 
20th-Fox’s Desert Hell, Foreign 
Legion drama in which he serves 
the starring role. He’ll wax the 
theme tune for Coral and, barring 
a surfeit of sand in the larynx, will 
also warble the ditty over the film’s 
opening credits. P.S. Producer-direc
tor Charles M. Warren will colla
borate with Johnny in all but the 
singing.
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By Win Jones

| I have had to revise my thinking
about several performers on TV this

Sid Caesar is one
of them.

I have always en
joyed him. I have 
enjoyed him most, 
however, when he 
was satirizing the 
entertainment busi
ness, particularly 
TV. And 1 have 
always thought him

to be at his sharpest when he was 
lampooning musical TV.

That still goes.
But while enjoying those satires 

of Caesar’s, back in the wonderful, 
Caesarful days when he was on the 
air 60 and 90 minutes a week, I had 
a take-it-or-leave-it attitude toward 
some of his other offerings—the do
mestic stuff. Those were things I sat 
through while I was waiting for him 
to do Cool Cees or Lonnie Bilk.

Then came the months without 
Caesar

And after those arid months, his 
return to the air.

I don’t know what his long vaca
tion did for Caesar other than make 
him skinny, but it certainly sharpened 
my appreciation for his skills.

First thing Caesar did when he 
came back on the air was get into 
one of those domestic sketches with 
Miss Coca and Howard Reiner—a 
stock TV situation-comedy bit, only 
condensed. It was the kind of thing 
that made me restless before. After 
the layoff, it seemed positively bril
liant. For all those months, there 
had been nothing on the air that 
touched it, and I just sat there being 
amazed all over again at the match
less talent Caesar and Coca have for 
putting life into such ordinary stuff.

I had reached that happy state of 
enjoyment even before they got to 
the topper of the evening—The John
ny Hat Show, Caesar's impression of 
what all the new TV-singer shows 
(but particularly the Frank Sinatra 
show) look like to him.

Caesar’s slice at Sinatra's kinescoped 
shows that are announced as live 
shows:

“Welcome to this swingin’ show! 
Y’know, this whole show is live, only 
I’m on film.”

Reappraisal 2:
When Patrice Munsel came on the 

air, I opined that she was the peren
nial guest-star type who never could 
make it with a show of her own.

die Albert as a guest- -made me wish
I’d never said it.

She has adapted her operatic back-
ground to a warm popular style with 
which she appears fully comfortable
—and with which the viewer can feel
comfortable. When she applies that 
warmth to a number like Funny Val
entine, and backs it up with all her 
training, the results are truly superb.

The trouble she had at first was 
in carrying over that same comfort
able feeling into the parts of the 
show where she chit-chats with the 
audience and the guests. Maybe it 
was her writers who were uncomfort
able at first, not her. Any way, it’s all 
smoothed out now.

Now we’re back to Frank Sinatra. 
Sinatra has done just the reverse of 
what Miss Munsel has done this sea
son.

He started out with everybody con
vinced he was unmistakably a big star 
who should have his own show. He 
was a bigger star than most, yet, be
cause he could be so casual in his 
approach to his show.

The casual approach flopped. Spon
sor yelled. Sinatra promised to work 
harder. Came much hoopla about 
how he was changing his TV ways. 
He cancelled other commitments to 
concentrate on TV.

Result? Sinatra’s own show is still 
a dog. When he sells a song he sells 
it, and you can’t take that away from 
him. But the ill-conceived phoney
baloney that goes with it on the 
Sinatra show is just too much.

He’s great on other people’s shows. 
People still talk about the Dinah 
Shore show, the Edsel show. Some 
weeks ago we even had the strange 
phenomenon of seeing Sinatra stink 
up his own show on one night and 
come back strong as the star of Club 
Oasis the following night.

On both nights, he was the star; 
he had to make things go; but he 
couldn’t do it on the one called 
The Frank Sinatra Show. Maybe his 
troubles with that one have given him 
some kind of a block. Or maybe 
it was because that show, although 
announced as a live show, was a 
kinescope, whereas the Club Oasis 
on the following night was truly a 
live show. Maybe Sinatra has a feel
ing that, when he’s performing for 
film, it isn’t for real. Or maybe he’s 
an honest guy who can’t live with 
deceit.

Or maybe all they need to do is 
hire somebody like George Gobel, and 
call it his show, and let Sinatra just 
be a guest every week.

(Will Jone*“ column, if ter Last Kight, appear*
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(Pet. Pend.)
Use the seme size rim you now use to play 

trumpet, for these other horns.

DON ELLIOTT "Ais new 
invention now enables me 
to play my mellophone. 
trumpet and valve trom
bone using the same size 
rim without embouchure 
problems. I have been weit- 
ng tor this ever since my 

professional doubling career 
began.

DIZZY GILLESPIE "Al's new 
same-rim principle really 
makes it, TOO MUCH!

ARMANO YOKE 
Trumpet * Conductor 
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SIZES:

"I now can play trom
bone, baritone, bass 
trumpet, each having 
full range and sound 
using Al's mouthpiece."

'I endorse this mouth
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roll range end tone 
quality, for trumpet 
players who wish to 
double."

PRICE: $10.
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‘Tell us if we’re on the right 
track.” The musicians, Scott, J. J. 
Johnson, Gerry Mulligan, and Billy

The beauty of a thing like this hap
pening would be that everyone in it 
would work hard, wouldn’t make a 
buck, but would feel good.

And it might open a few of those 
half-mast eyes around the U. S State 
Department to jazz.

Taylor, among others, if memory 
serves me, tape recorded an analysis 
of the groups which played on the 
Hungarian tape, and offered con-

«nc
*n<

• h 
pcomfoj 
by Z0]|

(Caps)

« dwen

structive comments, tips on voicing? 
and technique, md some genuine 
praise for what they appreciated in 
the music and performances.

During the bloody post-revolution
ary period, the commentary tape was 
played and replayed over the VOA. 
Word filtered back to Conover that 
the message sent by the jazzmen in a 
New York studio about their music

Pieces 
elusive

Tony has been working alone in an 
effort to round up reeds, records, ar
rangements . . . any of the tools of 
jazz unavailable or far beyond the 
means of the overseas musicians.

Creed Taylor has started sending 
ABC-Paramount records to the jazz- 
hungry musician in Czechoslovakia.

Willis Conover answers all the ques
tions he possibly can on his Voice 
of America Show. J was fortunate 
enough to have been present one day 
when some tapes cut in Hungary a 
few weeks before the revolution were 
played for a group of American jazz
men. The only plea with the tapes

had hern heard and was being fol
lowed.

When an Iron Curtain reedman 
will break down and cry unashamedly

:hestra 

tone

at the pi esent of a box of reeds, as 
one did when Lennv Hambrn made 
the presentation during the Glenn 
Miller-Ray McKinlc. tour last rear, 
isn’t some sort of a share-the-wialth 
plan long overdue?

When Scot» and other jazzmen give 
of their time and money to send as 
much information, encouragement, 
and material to friends overseas, isn’t 
some co-ordination of effort in order 
to help stave off some of this hunger 
for jazz?

When Taylor and other jazz a&r 
men and label executives ship records 
in answer to letters which only God 
knows how were brought to this coun
try, then isn’t some sort of allotment 
of records by the major jazz labels 
a profit beyond measurement in black 
ink on a ledger?

What is needed, beyond any doubt, 
is a pooling of those with names and 
addresses of the needy, and those 
manufacturers of what is needed.

The needy aren’t greedy. Often a 
half-dozen reeds, or a few stocks, 
or a couple of LPs will give them 
fuel enough to fire them for months. 
They realize that it takes time and 
money to answer their requests, and 
they can only ask . . . and hop'- But 
they ask, they don’t beg.

The manufacturers of the needed 
items could write off their gifts under 
promotion or donations. If a certain, 
controlled monthly allotment was do
nated, the outlay wouldn’t get out of 
hand, and a decent portion of the 
need could be answered

I imagine there are some Di'iun 
Beat readers who might want to 
adopt some overseas jazz man or 
dub, and perhaps send a few LPs a 
year, along with copies of magazine» 
and articles on jazz, to help spread 
the word.

There is a crying need for an in
formal clearing-house for information 
and coordination between the have» 
and the have-nots. I’ll do everything 
I can to help get such a ball rolling. 
If, at the start, it will help to wse thu 
office (370 Lexington Ave., New 
York) as a meeting place of those 
with overseas contacts and those with 
supply contacts here, then let’s make

‘Your ‘25u’ pedal is 
unuing It’s ».th- ■ U®
nut donut, die great- w
«■st pedal made" ■

■aja RALPH ^C E8 
with BILL HALEY.

HOM YOUR PREMIER DEALER 
or aend for free brochur» with hint« to either

precious few copies of Down Beat 
which are tragically tattered after 
passing through scores of hands, and 
the pitifully few American records 
which somehow filter through to 
them.

Tony Scott spent several weeks 
locked in his apartment on his return 
from his overseas trip last year. He 
wrote hundreds of letters before he 
returned to work, knowing that the 
pressure of this scene might rob some 
of his new friends overseas of much- 
needed encouragement and informa
tion,

I In the news section of this issue, 
there’s a story about the hunger for 
jazz records behind the Iron Curtain. 
It exists in other parts of the world, 
as well

Musicians returning from overseas 
jaunts tell of the thousands and thou
sands of questions fired at them 
about themselves, their music, their 
fellow jazzmen back home, their in-
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Idltad by RALPH J. 3LIASON. Here 
is the story of jazz—its styles, people, 
and Atmosphere- -told with authority 
and excitement by such writers as Lil
lian Rom, George Frazier, Otis Fergu 
son, and many others It’s a must! 
"Solid and satisfying.”— San Francisco 
Cail Bulletin. “Surprisingly varied ma
terial ... a sweeping perspective of the 
jazz scene ”—DAVE BRUBECK, great 
j w pianist. $4 95 at all bookstores
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Sarah rings, Sarah swings ... her "most 
requested” numbers in person and re 
corded live — against the counterpoint of 
a thrilled audience — at fabulous Mister 
Kelly’s in Chicago.
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Featured here is the Saxophone 
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fully designed with authentic detail. 
A perfect gift Your jeweler has it 
or can get it for you quickly
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Gerry Mulligan
(Continued from Page 21)

Until now, Gerry has split his musi
cal personality pretty equally between 
writing and playing. Although he 
broke up his quartet last fall, and re
formed it only for a Jazz at the Phil
harmonic tour, it’s evident that Mul
ligan enjoys blowing too much to 
allow it to take a back seat for long.

On the other hand, he put into the 
can at Columbia the start of a hand
some big band set for George Avaki
an. Here, with an instrumental line
up more substantial in numbers than 
that of any of his groups, he man
aged to catch his small group flavor. 
His charts for the sessions, although 
models of workmanship, were pro
duced under a constant time bind. In 
some instances. Gerry had to strip his 
arrangement and hand tach instru
mentalist a thin sliver of music. It 
seemed there just wasn’t the time to 
get the pieces copied.

For some time, now, jazz writers 
and observers have conjectured that 
one so adept in the playing and writ
ing field would have to claim al
legiance to one of the fields over the 
other. It seems quite difficult for Mul
ligan to do so, because it is so obvi
ous that he relishes playing.

There is, of course, the classic story 
of how he trekked out to Great South 
Bay, Long Island, last summer, and 
paid his way in as a spectator. Before 
too long, he had unlimbered his horn 
and was sitting in with groups rang
ing from traditional to modern, and 
having a ball. He even joined the 
Fletcher Henderson alumni band, and 
gave the band members as much of 
a kick as he gave the audience.

In his playing, Mulligan belongs as 
much to the traditional school as to 
the modem. His is a mainstream con
ception which reaches back into the 
roots of jazz and ahead into its fu
ture.

After breaking up his Bob Brook
meyer, Dave Bailey, Joe Benjamin 
quartet, there were reports that Mul
ligan would combine with Dick Wet
more in a group to feature Wetmore’s 
violin and Gerry’s bantone. That 
didn’t materialize, but Mulligan bur
ied himself in recording work. He 
cut sets with Thelonious Monk, Chet 
Baker, the Vinnie Burke string quar
tet, with a sax section playing his 
tunes, with Paul Desmond, with Stan

INDISPENSABLE 
book for jazz fans

Jam.
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AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY JEWELRY FOP MEN

Write today for your copy 
of the new 48 page Avedis 
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It's Ready!
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wear. Like Eddie Jones—who

play. Then he used to get me to play.
■‘Don’t be afraid,” he used to tell me

Buffet i> th« Woodwind chosen by over 85% of 
th« world's great musicians. Evette & Schaeffer, 
made by Buffet, is the world's finest medium 
priced Clarinet See for yourself, at your music 
dealer's, today Free, colorful brochun upon 
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sponse . . . and built for rugged

MALE«

KAY- THE BASS THAT 
BACKS THE COUNT

baritone man. the poll winner on his 
horn, the crosser of all musical school 
lines is hitting big as an instrumental^

the beat for most top bands and 

combos in the country! It's hand

crafted for rich tone, quick re-

But is there challenge enough tor 
Mulligan’s restless musical mind in 
this quantity of playing?

Gerry once said that “there is go
ing to be a time when I am going u> 
retire and go somewhere to write any-j 
thing I please. Will it be |azz? I don’t 
know. 1 don’t care Let ’em call it

with the band that night. I couldn't 
read a thing from listening to Diz 
and Bird Then the third trumpet 
man got sick. I knew the book be
cause I loved the music so much I 
knew the third pait by heart. So I 
played with the band for a couple of 
weeks. I had to go to New York then.

My mother wanted me to go to 
Fisk university. I looked m the Esquirt 
book and I asked her, “Where’s all 
of this?” Then I asked my father. He 
said I didn’t have to go to Fisk, I 
could go to big New York City. In 
September I was in New York City. 
A friend of mine was studying at 
Juilliard, so 1 decided to go there 
too. I spent my first week tn New 
York and my first month’s allowance 
looking for Charlie Parker.

I roomed with Charlie Parker for 
a year. I used to follow him around, 
down to 52nd St., where he used to

"Go ahead and play.” Every night 
I'd write down chords I heard on 
matchbook covers. Everybody helped 
me. Next day I'd play those chords 
all day in the practice room at Juilli- 
aid, instead of going to classes.

I didn’t start writing music until 
I met Gil Evans. He told me to write 
something and send it to him. I did. 
It was what I played on the piano. 
Later I found out I could do better 
without the piano (I took some piano 
lessons at Juilliard. but not enough.) 
If you don’t play it good enough 
you’ll be there for hours and hours.

If you can hear a note, you can 
play it. The note 1 hit that .«ounds

Perfection al a reasonable price A complete line of Wood
winds embodying meticulous French craftsmanship and the 
most carefully selected materials. Woodwinds of incom
parable beauty . .. Melante . .. Try them today

Miles Davis
(Continued from Page 17)

whatever they want to call it. I'm 
going to utilize the forms I know t>st 
and just write.”

Mulligan, at presstime, was recover^ 
ing from minor surgery. His answers 
to the questions facing him, and to 
those in the minds of the followers 
of his music, will be collated by him 
for appearance in these pages in a 
forthcoming issue.
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Hollywood — Drummers Joe 
Ross and Harry Davis recently 
were deploring the state of the 
business in Los Angeles and en
virons.

“This whole scene is a drag,” 
moaned Davis. “I’m going to 
New York — and this time, I 
mean it.”

“Oh, man,’’ rejoined Ross, “be 
hip — send for it”
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Hy White 
Chart!« Parker 
Charli» Veetara 
Harry Volpa

People ask me if I respond to the 
audience. I wouldn’t like to sit up 
there and play without anybody liking 
it. If it’s a large audience. I’m very 
pleased because they are there any
way. If it’s a small audience, some
times it doesn't matter. I enjoy play
ing with my own rhythm section and 
listening to them. I'm studying and 
experimenting all the time.

I know people have some rhythm 
and they feel things when they’re 
good. A person has to be an invalid 
not to show some sign—a tap of the 
finger even. You don’t have to ap
plaud. I never look for applause. In 
Europe, they like everything you do. 
The mistakes and everything. That’s 
a little bit too much.

If you play good for eight bars, it’s 
enough. For vourself And I don’t 
tell anybody.

just don't do it because it’s a funny 
chord. 1 used to change things be
cause I wanted to hear them—substi
tute progressions and things. Now 1 
have better taste.

Do 1 like composing better than 
playing? I can’t answer that. There’s 
a certain feeling you get from play
ing that you can’t get from compos
ing. And when you play, it’s like a 
composition anyway. You make the 
outline. What do I like to play? I 
like Round About Midnight. In fact, 
I like njpsi any ballad. If I feel like 
playing it.

What do I think of my own play
ing? I don’t keep any of my records. 
I can’t stand to hear them after I’ve 
made them. The only ones I really 
like is the one I just made with Gil 
Evans (Miles Ahead), the one I madt 
with J. J (Johnson) on my Blue Note 
date about four years ago, and a date 
I did with Charlie Parker.
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MODERN CREATIVE SOUNDS 
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by Iha laügandary JOE ALBANY 
FREDDIE GRUBER * HERSHEY HIMMELSTEIN 

3SI8 N Pack Rd., El Monte — Irem 4:30 nue

WESTLAKE COLLERE OF MUSIC 
Z19B Samet Blvd., Hollywood 44, Calif.

(DR 3458?

JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: Gerry 
Mulligan and Leon Sash are fronting 
quartets at the Blue Note. Woody 
Herman will escort his latest herd 
into the Note on March 5 for a one- 
week stay, with Earl Bostic’s quintet 
set to follow on March 12 for a pair

In '»a valley visit 
SOLLY'S WOLFE DEN 

teataring Iha piano artistry of 
PEE WEE LYNN

PEACOCK LANE
Opening March 7 

GEORGE SHEARING

guest shots on the Jack Paar NBG-TV 
Tonight show during February . . . 
Morgana King was held over again 
at the Bon Soir, but will exit after 
Feb 23 to play Mr. Kelly’s in Chi
cago.

HOWARD RUMSEY'S 
Liighthouia All-Start 
THE LIGHTHOUSE

WMle. bodied 
Made Writing Pegar. 
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4 a.m. sunday Muions
4040 E. Ird (2 blks. west ct AH.) ANgolas »40«

D’Rone is singing and playing guitar 
at Dante’s Inferno on west Huron ... 
Johnny Griffin’s group continues to 
attract jazz fans to Swingland on 
south Cottage Grove. The club is 
holding sassions on Sunday afternoons 
and Tuesday■ evenings, with name 
guests and local musicians participat
ing .. Ronnell Bright, pianist for
merly with Johnnie Pate’s trio here, 
has repheed Jimmy Jones as accom-

Addiott

City

l.A. JAZZ CONCERT HALL 
"Poetry with Jazz" 

torturing KENNETH PATCHEN jazz pool 
««traordiaary and the CHAMBER JAZZ SEXTET 

Wed. Thur*. Frl. Sot.
Two Performance* 8:30 A 10:30

bend, for a year and a half and spent last 
summer with a cotnbo at The Jockey Club 
in New York He is enjoying his studies at 
WESTLAKE and making great progress. 
One day he hopes to play in the same band 
with his idol, Bill Perkins, a WESTLAKE 
graduate. —;

Send for free catalog. 2 yr. diploma and 
4 yr. degree coursei. tuition include* 2 
private lesson* per week. Daily band and 
combe dorm*, appr. for veh, payment 
plan, 3 starting temester* — SPRING, 
SUMMER, FALL. (Home Study Arranging 
Cowia available.)

A Frodi Sound In DliMand by 
T. RILEY 

•nd 
THE SAINTS 

Horino«« inn Hum«* laack

BO RHAMBO TRIO 
Hilera*» club 

waihlogton <

combines the two 
most important assets 
the aspiring profes
sional musician needs 
— high caliber in
structors and big 
band experience.”

Jim played clarinet 
and tenor-sax in his 
high school marching 
and symphonic 
bands. He joined The
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TERRI LESTER'S JAZZ CELLAR 

ALWAYS A TOP NAME 
Fri.. Sat. * Sun 

Sunday* 4 p.m 'til?
Hotel Varmnilo» 4142 Hollywood llvd 
_____________ HOIlywocd 4-4134______________

is at the London House. Teddy Wil
son brings his trio into the London 
House for four weeks, beginning 
March 19, and Barbara Carroll re
turns to that comfortable inn on April 
16 for five weeks. Andre Previn, Hol
lywood chores permitting, will revisit 
the London House on Aug. 6 for 
four weeks . . Della Reese and comic 
Phil Leeds are winding up their three- 
week stay at Mister Kelly’s. Sarah 
Vaughan opens a two-week sojourn 
at Kelly’s Feb. 25, with Kaye Ballard 
set to howl for two weeks beginning 
March 10.

Bob Scobey’s Dixieland group is 
winding up a month’s stay at the 
PreMew lounge; Scobey’s group will 
be in residence through the month of 
February. Upstairs, in Mambo City, 
the ghosts of modem jazzmen are 
hovering over weekend mambo danc
ing . . . Ramsey Lewis’ trio, with bass
ist El Dee Young and drummer Red 
Holt, continues at the Cloister inn, on 
a Friday-through-Tuesday basis. Sing
er Kim Karter has exited the Cloister 
production after a brief stay. Slim 
Gaillard’s trio has replaced Ed 
Higgins’ group on the Wednesday- 
(hrough-Satuidav shift at the Cloister.

Dixieland continues to inspire Ghi- 
cagoland fans. Franz Jackson’s excel
lent group continues at the Red Arrow 
in Stickney Georg Brunis has re
turned to his favorite local roost, the 
1111 club. Art Hodes and companions
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COMBOS: New novelties, funny songs. Special 
material A double entendre items; also feature 
items for your girl singers with combos. You’ll 
“WOW’’ your audiences with these. Write: 
Craw ho Music Supply, 1047% W. 52nd St.. Loe 
Angeles 87, Cal.______________________________ 

HOD ERN SEFTKT arrangements for trumpet, 
trombone, tenor, baritone-alto. 8 rhythm. B. 
Eberhart, Box 828, E. Lansing, Michigan.

COMBOS—any two horn front line—also larger 
■roups—list sent. Box 42. South Wallingford.
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i
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rmosa Beach

WBbster MM

sUlfAB CHORUSES^ Jazz,Western. Copied 
from records. List. Dugay, 16 Pinta St.. Or- 
moml Beech, Florida.

SMS 11 8ANDS1I Smooth, danceable, full Bound
ing arrangements for Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, 
pha rhythm and Trumpet. Tenor, Trombone 
plus rhythm. Arranging Service. 24 Lincoln 
Ave. Pittsford, New York.__________________

JAZZ CHORUSES, your three, 81.00. Fake books 
M tunes. 88.00. Arranger. Box 5178, Sarasota. 
Fla,__________________________________________

NR SOUNDING DANCE arrangements. Trum
pets, Alto, Tenor. Piano, Bass, plus Opt. 
added tenor for Alto or added Trombone. 
JS.OO ea. Harris, 150 W. 14th St., NYC. Lists.
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I0NRWRITERS, protect your ideas I Hold all 
•sags, poems! Write for safe, correct pro- 
oedure. SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB. 833 West 
56th St- New York 19, N. Y.______________

¡MEN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT 
HOMS. WRITE KARL BARTENBACH 1001 
WELLS ST., LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.___

MUTI SONGS?? Read “Songwriter’s Review” 
magasine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19. 
Ne copy; 82.50 year._________________________

SWING PIANO—BY MAU. 80 self-teaching les
ions 33.00; (samplss) over fifty publications. 
Phil Brenton Publications, P. O. Box 1402, 
Omaha 8, Nsbr.

COMPLETE MUSIC SERVICE for Songwriters 
sincerely interested in a songwriting future. 
Jerry Colonna, Box 888D, Burbank, Calif.

■ A SONGWRITER. Write music, chords, har- 
mony, like a professional. No experience 
needed Free Lyric Course. Other Courses. 
Modern piano, Success Courses. Booklet free. 
Weidner System. 428 E. Seventh SU. Boston 
N, Mass.

UP TIRED? Part-time Muse Ian? Clever Device 
eliminates most practice. Amazing results. 
Trumpet Trombone. Clarinet. Sax. Only 
11.98, Cheek or money order. Super-Lip. 
1830 Kenmore. Box 207. Chicago 40, Ill.____ 

MUSIC COMPOSED for songs. Records made.
Send lyrics. Free Examination. Crown Music 
Company, 49-DB West 82 Street, New York 
City 1.

iONGWRITERSI Let us help you. Write Holly
wood Songwriters’ Bureau. 5880 Hollywood 
Blvd.. Hollywood, California._________________

MUSICIANS' BUSINESS CARDS. Distinguished 
twwcuiur embossing. Free «amples. Beaver 

.Shop, 216 Weet Jackson, Chicago 6, DI.

RECORDS
MH CATALOGS Berikan-Beiderbecke or

ST—1 
4-5252

5 BAND 
«1ST 
MF . 
IANDSmJ

Charlie Parker or Bins Cosby. ARG. 341 
Ceyer Station, NYC._______________________  

WANTBD: Voices people of interest, past, pres
ent, on tape, recordings, interviews, trans
criptions. Also record collections, records 
made prior 1940. Jacob 8. Schneider, 109 W.
38, NYC.______________________________________

MZZ—POP LP's CHBAP. Collectors’ Records 
Specialists. VJM Magazine, sample 16e. Box 
141. Down Beat Magasine, 2001 Calumet,

ROOM” — Hollywood i. r.
Jest Record Shop, 6021 Sunset Blvd., Holly- 

, wood, Calif. Hollywood 5-3618._________________  

panist with Sarah Vaughan. Jones 
wanted a rest from the road routine.

ADDED NOTES: Jonathan Win
ters, reasonably fresh after a stint 
on the Tonight television show, is 
sharing the Black Orchid stand with 
young vocalist Jennie Smith. They’ll 
be at the Orchid through Feb. 22, 
departing to make way for the arri
val of the Mary Kaye trio on Feb. 23 
for a stay that will last until March 
13 . . . Sammy Davis Jr. will return 
to the Chez Paree at the end of 
February. Tony Bennett has been 
booked for a Chez appearance in 
mid-May . . . Nelson Eddy and Gale 
Sherwood continue at the Empire 
room of the Palmer House. Carol 
Channing, a blonde gentlemen prefer, 
takes over on March 6 . . . Louis 
Russo, on Monday and Tuesday, and 
William Texter, Wednesday-through- 
Sunday, are presenting flamenco gui
tar music for Easy Street patrons ... 
The WBBM-TV In Town Tonight 
guest roster includes Carmen Caval
laro (March 3), Sarah Vaughan 
(March 4), and Nelson Eddy (March 
6) . . . Calypso continues to rule at 
the Blue Angel.

Hollywood
JAZZNOTES: Reedman Paul Hom 

departed the Chico Hamilton quin
tet; L.A. sax-and-flutist Eric Dolphy 
took his chair. Hom remains in town 
for studio and club work probably 
with Fred Katz . . . Georgie Auld 
switched from Mercury to Capitol. 
He’s given up idea of recording a 
big band; has already cut his first 
four sides for the coast major using 
small group and the Jud Conlon 
Rhythmaires.

The Lighthouse’s Howard Rumsey, 
raving about Scott LaFargo’s bass tal
ent, states, “Scott is the most impor
tant bass player since Jimmy Blan
ton” . . . New lineup of Harry Baba- 
sin’s Jazzpickers, which debuted in 
Las Vegas Sands Feb. 5, comprises 
Dempsey Wright, guitar and violin; 
Jim Aton, bass; Ray Grismer, piano; 
Boone Stines, drums, and Babasin, 
cello . . . Terry Gibbs’ newest for 
Mercury, The Duke and I (not to 
be confused with Victor’s Eddie Cano 
LP, The Duke and Me) is on the 
imminent release slate and features 
Pete Jolly’s accordion . . . Skip Car- 
nel’s Jazz Diplomats, cartoons, poetry, 
high hats, and all, made their TV 
debut Jan. 25 on Larry Finley’s 
Strictly Informal KTLA show.

NITERY NOTES: Welcome back, 
Jazz City—now known as Jazz Caba
ret—at the same old stand, Holly
wood & Western. Booking is handled 
by Dave Axelrod, who signed the

MUSICI. l N S
MODERN JAZZ CHORUSES ON AU FAMOUS 
STANDARDS AVAILABLE1—Write ter IrirvnwUM

FOI AU INSTRUMENTS

506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE. Foia 
separate slide niles givo all chord». 
transposition and »Cairi at a glznce. 
Also 14 choiccs of harmonlzlng «ty 
meledy note. Completa.......... .

52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES..........$1.00
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS......... 50

959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE.................. 50
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC.................... 50
16—HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ.................$150

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 mod
em two-measure jazz phrases to fit alt 
chords .......................................... U 00

902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES.............. 50
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES...............................75
372—NEW STYLE AD-LIB SOLOS.....................$1.25

47—IMPROVISING and HOT PLAYING. 
Hundreds of Improvisation patterns shown 
on all chords.......................................$1.00

58—BASS IMPROVISING BY CHORDS............ 50
498—PLAYING BY CHORDS............................. 50
501—LESSONS IN AD-LIB PLAYING.................$1.00
997—HOW TO TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT............ $1.25
524—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS.....................$1.25

FOR PIANO
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS 

Exciting different harmonizations. $1XM
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR

PIANO ..................................... $1.00
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE.....................Ü.00
BO-MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES-

SIONS. Examples and exercises... 
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS..................  

904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS....................  
66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARMONIZA

TIONS ............................................... 
354—MODENA LHCHU APPUCATION «low tu 

use fourth chords. 9th. 11th and 13th 
chords In modem jazz piano styling.... 

364—LEFT HAND IDEAS FOR MODERN 
PIANIST and hew to apply them. 

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. Ad-lib 
¡an phrases to fit the most used chord
progressions .................................................

960—MODERN JAZZ ACCOMPANIMENTS....
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES.......................

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS .
912—CHORDS BUILT BY FOURTH INTER

VALS ............................................................. j
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS, 180 professional 

runs on all chords..............................j

$1.00

$1.00

FOR GUITAR
500—WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR................
344—11TH CHORDS FOR GUITAR..................
503—CHORD ROUTINES. The mort used chord 

sequences as found In all popular music. 
The ''Formula” of all chord progressions.

362—GUITAR RUNS ...........................................
353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS............

42—GUITAR CHORDS, In diagram...................!
982—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS ......................
367—UNUSUAL CHORD POSITIONS..................
346—OCTAVE UNISON STYLIZING FOR GUL

. 50 
$1.25 

50 
.75

TAR. Modem double and triple string 
solo technique and how to apply It.........

Minimum Order $1.00 Money Badr Guarantee

Mill CATALOG OF BOO PUBUCATIOMS

PUAS! ORDER BV NUMMI

WALTER STUART ani« «tali« Irr.

DAVE FILL dbTET
Modern rounds arrangements for eight pfecsr 
or lees. Aa recorded on RGA and CAPITOL. 
Arranged tar Shorty Rogers; Bill Hohnan 
and Marty Paleh. 10 arrangements available

FILL MILL MUSIC CO.
6229 Wi IMmcm Ave. North Hollywood. ColW. 

Any voicing problema sstawvred.
«Ãí yossr toral «tester or diraat.
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MUSIC ’58
Down Boot's Music Annuol

Teddy Buckner'sCulver City

State

Rhyth

XIII Vin 47TB STIEET UICMV », ILLINOIS

PROGRESSIVE
JAZZ

DOWN NEAT

A new 2 year course being offered in all 
instruments
Course« being taught by the ineel jam artists 
in the midwest ■

lagiatreiiae NOW epee. Far tafoneeUae Write:

cf the year io music. Outstanding features en the year's development in Jen. Classics, 
Pep, Recording and Hi Fidelity. Page* and pages of picture*. New esclusive feature: 'The 

lest Jan Record of the Year." chosen by the Down Boat record reviewing staff.

Estimates for engraving 
ind printing gladly furnished * Any publisher our 

reference * Highest rated in the United State*

Buddy Collette quintet to open. < hear 
Peterson trio, Diz* small group, etc., 
come in later. Cabaret’s policy: No 
admission; no cover; no minimum.
Whe-e-e-e-e! !

Terry Gibbs quartet, with Lou Levj 
on piano, followed Red Norvo into 
Terri Lester's Jazz Cellar, on Holly
wood. Still thriving biz wise, the inti
mate spot has successfully revived 
interest in Sunday afternoon sessions, 
with the Jazz Disciples recent guests

. Jess Stacy is currently striding at 
the Ile De I rance supper club in

How Funky ...
(Continued from Page IB:

trying to make political propaganda 
of their art. Various serious and skillful 
choreographers attempting to adapt 
their art to musical comedy, instead 
of recognizing the differences tha 
separate the two kinds of dancing 
that make both successful and satis
fying on their own but hopelcssh 
pretentious and unconvincing whet 
joined together. Or Salvador Dal. 
tumrd department-store window de
signer and almost too successful at it.

It takes a mixture, a balance of 
taste and wisdom and humility tr 
rt cognize not only where one belong: 
but where one doesn’t The modem 
jazzman is not, properly speaking or 
properly playing, a funky musician, 
not all that much of the time, any
way. He doesn’t belong amid the alien

band is still blowing two-beat at the 
Beverly Cavern, with Caughey Rob
erts, clarinet; John (Streamline/ 
Ewing, trombone; Chester Lane, pi
ano; Art Edwards, bass; Jesse Sail« 
drums, and Teddy’s trumpet.

Harry James band is playing the 
Palladium through February, week
ends only, of course . . . After a five- 
weeker at Tahoe’s Harrah’s club, the 
Joyce Collins trio (Joyce on piano 
Russ Phillips, bass, and Gene Estes 
drum; and vibes) went into the lark 
club on Third ... El Monte's Caprice 
club is still swinging after hours, with 
Joe Albany leading the gang on piano

ADDED NOTES: Tenor man Bill 
Trujillo has been rehearsing for dub 
and record work a pianoless qumtet 
comprising Norman Faye, trumpet: 
Howard Heitmeyer, guitar and ar
rangements: Porky Britto, bass . . . 
Tampa released a Red Norvo LP 
titled Norvo Naturally, in its ne* 
1.98 line . . . Kenton’s first “Special 
Rendezvous Release” on Capitol con
tains a new chart on Artistry in

M/mcppMr/fíG

I «tile*. < (.ik 
CAMCO

USTE I FOR THE ACCENT BEAT AT IIS BEST '■



HANDSOME T ÌVEL IN STYLE

This book to due on die laat date «tamped

o play, have better action, better tone 
I For the thrill of your life go to your 

the instrument that is the choice of

Conn instruments arc easy to pla 
tone . . . and are fully guarantee! 
go to your nearest Conn dealer at 
the choice of top artists everywhere

It’s true! Right now most Conn 
amazing offer ever. Ask your loci 
obtain this beautiful piece of Ma 
tail Value) when you purchase a 
stellation Band Instrument. You’l

open. Oscar 
group, etc, 
policy: No 

o minimum
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get matching luggage
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Down Beat 
Jiarch 6,1958

Music
7 Days

BUFFALO AND ERIE COUNTY 
PUBLIC LIBRARY

The charge for keeping a book overtime

■nd holiday».

Sand FREE literature on CONN Instruments. I om interested in 
□ CORNET, □ TRUMPET, □ TROMBONE, □ SAXOPHONE, 
□ CLARINET, □__________________

Nam».



For further information write, Gibson Inc., Kalamazoo, Michigan

Designed and crafted without compromise to produce an 
instrument which responds to the artists' demand for a wide 
range of tonal colors. This sensitive instrument projects the 
required fundamental tone and every desired overtone for 
those most demanding of the perfection especially required 
when playing the classic guitar.

As advisor to Gibson factory craftsmen in the creation 
of the Richard Pick Model Classic Guitar, Mr. Pick joins 
the many world-famous musicians who have placed their trust 
and confidence m Gibson products.
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	The Question: what record label consistently offers you the finest in jazz?

	RIVERSIDE, with an average of 4.13 stars.

	HERBIE

	MANN’S

	JOIN

	UNIVERSAL RECORD MART
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	Hucko blissful ïnts...

	Tision in sound.
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	plus everything else you would want in a complete tape system

	stereo-trio

	a complete home music system- perfectly matched
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